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The Fourth of July

tinent and in other parts of the
world, would, sooner or later,
cast an ominously ugly shadow
across our path. They did not
think that M ussolini would ever
become a mere lackey of the
Fuhrer of the Third Reich and
try in the sweat of his would-be
Caesarean brow to stab us into
impotence. But on the first Fourth
of July since the Japanese attacked us at Pearl Harbor and
Germany and Italy declared war
on us we understand more clearly
than ever before that we shall
not be able to retain our Godgiven heritage unless we fight
for it with every ounce of our
strength. It is true that our enemies fear us; but it is equally
true that their hatred and their
desperation will drive them to
unbelievable lengths in their desire to crush us. We shall not be
able to conquer them unless we

a long time before our
country became involved in
the war against the Berlin-RomeTokyo Axis, Fourth of July orations and Fourth of July editorials seemed to be losing some of
their savor. Altogether too many
of our citizens had, for one reason or another, fallen into the
habit of thinking and saying that
our hard-won national independence, the freedom of our people,
and the vast resources of our land
were in no danger of slipping
from our grasp. They did not realize that Nippon, greedy for pillage and conquest, had for decades been making ready to deal
the United States a deathblow.
They would not believe that Germany, Nazified from tip to toe
under the leadership of Adolf
Hitler and determined to gain a
free hand on the European con-
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are willing and ready to sacrifice
many a luxury and many a necessity. \Ve have been in this terrible and costly war for more than
half a year, and our foes have
been trying to lull us into a drowsy state of faint-heartedness. Masters of the fine art of insidious
propaganda, they have, at the
same time, been striving to prevent us from realizing fully that
it is incumbent upon us to hurl
ourselves without the slightest
hesitation into an all-out prosecution of the war. In recent
months they have been carefully
sowing the seed of unwarrantable
over-optimism.
We dare not, and shall not, be
pessimistic on the Fourth of July
of the year 1942; but it would be
a fatal mistake to forget that our
enemies are still powerful, resourceful, and grimly determined
to attack our land from within as
well as from without. If-which
God forbid - Nippon and the
Nazis win this war, the Fourth of
July will indeed have lost every
trace of its spirit-stirring meaning. Then there will no longer be
an Independence Day in our
land; then freedom of conscience,
expression, and assembly will be
gone.
.
This Fourth of July should,
therefore, see us girding our loins
for the fray with redoubled energy and resolving anew that the
Nazis, the Nipponese, and the

Italians "shall not pass." This
Fourth of July should also see us
and our nation on our knees in
rEpentance for the past and in
prayer that God may bring peace
in our time.

fl
.$100,000,000,000
figure represents the apT proximate
annual national
HAT

income at the present moment.
The minute the national income
drops to eighty or sixty billion
dollars, we shall have a depression. War economy seems to produce a large national income because everything in agriculture
and industry is geared to the efficient destruction of human life
and property. What about the
transition from a war to peace
economy? Will there be the usual
aftermath of une·m ployment,
abandoned farms and factories,
malnutrition and eventual starvation?
It is apparent to even the most
obtuse that agriculture and industry will have to be subsidized
in one form or another in peacetime. Consider agriculture. Advances in the designing and perfection of farm machinery and
amazing developments in agricultural research make it possible for
a farmer to produce his quota of
crop with less headache and
work. Under average conditions
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the average farmer today can easily raise a surplus. Still the farmer does not make money. If the
American farmer makes money,
how can one explain the appearance of rural slums and the semistarved Okies? Even conservative
economists will admit that there
is an excess of farmers and farmlaborers. Even the Republican
Party will admit that farmers
must be subsidized. Hard-shell
Republicans do not have the political hardihood to deny the fact
that 2,000,000 modernized farm
plants can produce our national
food needs while there are 5,000,000 farm families left who must
be taken care of in one way or the
other.
It is the same with industry.
Deny it as they will, conservative
editorial writers of large city dailies or business magazines know
that machines constantly displace
workers. T. Swann Harding, a
noted Washington economist,
cites the depressing figures of
nearly two hundred thousand
coal workers in bituminous coal
mines now unemployed because
of technological improvements in
coal mining. Every industry could
tell the same, or a similar, story.
The presence of thousands of
trained workers in newly created
defense industries is evidence that
these workers must have come
from somewhere. One ventures to
say that a large percentage of
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these trained industrial workers
were unemployed prior to the
Lease-Lend Bill or Pearl Harbor.
Knowing that the capacity of
industry and agriculture has been
increased, we shall have to do
something downright drastic to
keep up employment when the
war is over. There is the National Resources Planning Board
sweating and planning over the
problem of keeping up that hundred billion dollar national income when the last shot is fired.
The board knows that farm and
industrial plants must be operated at full capacity if there is to
be a modicum of employment
and distribution of consumer
goods. Thoughtful citizens in every community of the nation
ought to be thinking of the days
after the armistice. It is not wise
to sit lamenting over the depression of post-war days. A depression can be avoided or at least
softened. "Out of evil can good
come?'' asks Dr. Harding. He
continues:
The objective is to increase the
vitality, health, skill, productivity,
knowledge and happiness of the
American people, thus adding to
their wealth and well-being. Can we
do this? If we do not do it any military victory we may win will be a
hollow one. But to do it, quiet, -detached, thoughtful men must think
ahead and plan now right while we
are at war, and such men are doing
just that in Washington today.

I
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A Worthy West Point
Tradition
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the many graduation exercises held this spring that of
West Point Military Academy on
May 29 deserves special recognition. On that day 374 of Uncle
Sam's prize pupils were awarded
the degree of bachelor of science
and received commissions as second lieutenants in the United
States Army.
These graduates not only received a military training second
to none in the world, but they also had the privilege of having
lived under-and, we trust, bythe famous Code of Honor which
the cadets at West Point adopted
125 years ago and which, since
that time, has been annually
brought to the attention of all
new cadets upon their arrival at
the Academy. The four principles
of this code are:

O
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No intentional dishonesty is excusable, and under no circumstances
will be condoned.
Everyone is bound to report any
breach of honor which comes to his
attention.
Offenders of the Code of Honor
are never granted immunity.
Quibbling, evasive statements, or
technicalities, in order to shield
guilt or defeat the ends of justice,
will not be tolerated. The Code of
the soldiers demands courageous and
fearless honesty in setting forth
truth, regardless of consequences.

We trust that this year's 374

graduates will take into life this
Code of Honor and exemplify in
their lives the integrity and honesty of character most beautifully
illustrated by such former graduates of West Point as Robert E.
Lee, John J. Pershing, Douglas
MacArthur, and Jonathan Wainwright. Honesty in their public
and private lives will bring them
surer and greater returns than
prevarication and deliberate perversion of truth. What is more,
dishonesty, regardless of the degree, the time, and circumstance
where it is practiced, is a sin
which calls down upon the offender God's wrath and punishment.

tv
A Word to the Wise
years ago it was
General John J. Pershing.
Now it's General Douglas MacArthur. But we must not forget
General Pershing. As commander
of the American Expeditionary
Forces during World War I, he
proved himself not only a man of
action but also a wise counselor.
For the benefit of students who
were graduated from American
schools during the past months
we pass on the following advice
given by General Pershing to his
troops before they went into battle. Graduates of past years may
also tune in. Said General Pershing:

TWENTY-FIVE
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Let us not for a moment forget
that while study and preparation
are necessary, war itself is the real
school where the art of war is learned
.... you must learn in the actual
experience of war the practical application of the tactical principles
that you have been taught during
your preliminary training..... Whatever may be the changing conditions of war, those principles remain
practically the same, and you should
constantly bear them in mind. Now
that you are going to take a place
in the line of battle you will be
called upon to meet conditions that
have never been presented to you
before. When confronted with a new
situation, do not try to recall examples given in any particular book on
the subject; do not try to remember what your instructor has said in
discussing some special problem; do
not try to carry in your minds patterns of particular exercises or battles, thinking they will fit new cases,
because no two sets of circumstances
are alike; but bear in mind constantly, revolve in your thoughts
frequently and review at every opportunity those well-established general principles so that you may apply them when the time comes.

Muhlenberg Bicentenary

MAYfor24Muhlenberg
to 31 was a big week
College, in
Allentown, Pennsylvania. The
school observed the bicentenary
of the arrival on November 25,
1742, of the Lutheran pastor, the

Rev. Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, in Charleston, South Carolina. Muhlenberg is known today as the "patriarch of the Lutheran Church in America." His
first pastorate was in Philadelphia. Six years after his arrival in this country he organized
the Pennsylvania Ministerium,
the first Lutheran synod in the
United States. Missionary activities took him into almost every one of the Thirteen Colonies,
and his influence was felt in most
of the colonies for more than a
century afterwards.
Pastor Muhlenberg also became
the founder of an illustrious family. One of his sons, Peter G., exchanged in 1776 his clerical robe
for a colonel's uniform and served
with distinction under Washington in the Revolutionary War,
being a leader in the decisive battle at Yorktown. Later he became
vice-president of Pennsylvania
(with Franklin as president) and
member of Congress. Another
son, Frederic A. C., served first
as pastor, but after some years entered political life. He became a
member of the Continental Congress and of the Pennsylvania
Congress and of the Pennsylvania
Legislature. From 1789 to 1797
he was a member of Congress and
speaker of the first and third sessions. A third son, G. H. Ernest,
is known as "The American Linnaeus." His fame as a botanist

I
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rests on the discovery of more
than a hundred new plants.
Among the grandchildren of Pastor Muhlenberg were Augustus,
author of well-known Christian
hymns, as "Shout the Glad Tidings!"; H. August P., member
of Congress, minister to Austria,
1838 to 1840, nominated for governor of Pennsylvania, but dying before the election; Hiester
H., "one of the best-known and
most esteemed laymen in the Lutheran Church of America"; Prof.
Fred Augustus, the first president
of Muhlenberg College and after1 wards
professor at Pennsylvania
University. Other descendants
who made notable contributions
to the spiritual, political, and cultural life of our country are too
numerous to mention in this brief
article.
We are informed that Congress took official note of the contributions made by Henry Melchior Muhlenberg and his famous
descendants. It created a "United
States Muhlenberg Bicentennial
Commission" of fifteen men, of
which President Roosevelt is a
member and Vice-President Wallace the formal chairman. The
commission will publish a brochure which will tell of the
achievements of the Muhlenberg
family. It is of the opinion also
that a commemorative postage
stamp should be an item of tribute paid by a grateful nation .t o

a Lutheran family which gave to
our country churchmen, military
and legislative leaders, and scientific students.
THE CRESSET extends to Muhlenberg College and to the descendants of H. M. Muhlenberg
sincere congratulations.

Otto Strasser on Peace
with Germany
a recent letter of Otto Strasser to The Commonweal the
Swiss weekly, Die Weltwoche~ is
mentioned as authority for the
fact that Bible-reading is definitely on the upgrade in Germany if
the growing sale of Bibles is a
criterion. The sum total of sales
of the Bible in Germany before
Hitler, under Hitler, and since
the outbreak of the war was approximately 500,000, 1,000,000,
and 1,500,000. In comparison Hitler's Mein Kampf does not now
have one-half the sale of the
Bible. Otto Strasser maintains
that only 10 per cent of the German people are convinced adherents of Naziism, that about the
same number are convinced opponents, and that the remaining
80 per cent "of the German people is more or less loyal to any
form of government in control of
the country." They are non~po
litical Germans "who buy the
Bible and seek in it comfort and

I
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consolation in these disconsolate
times."
He points out that Herr Gobbels is preaching to the Germans
that loss of the war will mean the
destruction of Germany, purging
the German people from the face
of the earth along with the German name and the German nation. He asks, "When will the
democracies, at least, give the
German people another alternative than that which Gobbels
places before them?" He holds
that for a true and lasting peace
it is vital that the German people
be given assurance that the democracies are "fighting for the
idea of co-operation, for equality
and joint action of all peoples,
for a true new order of mutual
rights to life and peace." If this
can be done, it will mean the end
of Hitler's regime.

Wise Words
is refreshing to find as keen
an analysis of the present world
situation, as the following by
Herbert Agar in Harper's Magazine:

I
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Today our war lacks grandeur becau&e it lacks meaning. We have not
seen the reason for the catastrophe.
Until we do we shall not "strive
with all our hearts."
Even if our enemies were to grow
tired and to lay down their arms we

7

should win only a brief respite. }·or
the war must begin again-must always begin again until our world is
dead-unless we define the causes of
our failure and insist that the causes
be abolished.
If we pretend that we are at war
merely because the Japanese attacked us at Pearl Harbor, we are
depriving the greatest of human tragedies of all its meaning. Pearl Harbor is the last of a series of events
which prove that life still makes
sense. If we deny the sense we turn
our Shakespearean tragedy into a
comedy of errors.
We are not at war because of Manchuria in 1931. Or because of Ethiopia in 1935. Or because of Austria
and Czechoslovakia. Or because of
Poland, Norway, Denmark, Holland,
Belgium, France, Yugoslavia, Greece,
Russia, Pearl Harbor, or the Philippines.
We are at war primarily because
of the sickness of our civilization that
made all these events necessary.

However, it strikes us that Mr.
Agar's analysis is not as deep and
searching as that of the seer Isaiah
for his generation: Isa. I :2-15.
The prophet had a sure cure for
the ills of his day. He called for
repentance. It has been pointed
out before that this is the only
real solution of our present problem also. But how can it be applied? That is the Church's obligation. And the Church must
attack the problem in its own
ranks first. We wonder if the
Lord has stricken us sufficiently

- - 8
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to bring us to our knees in true
repentance, so that the Church,
purged of the cancers of materialism, modernism, covetousness,
vainglory, and self-sufficiency,
will be ready to go out in the
power of the Holy Spirit to bring
health to the nations of the
world?

Notes by the Way on Books
of the best-sellers of the
current season is Tolstoy's
War and Peace. The Book-of-theMonth Club has declared the
Simon and Schuster edition its
latest dividend. Clifton Fadiman
contributes a brilliant introduction to this superb novel which
has few equals in world's literature. It is interesting to recall that
many military experts do not believe Napoleon was defeated by
the Russian winter. What defeated him? Read Tolstoy, and
you'll find out what a great
thinker has to say. The Modern
Library Giants have the novel on
sale for $1.45. Constance Garnett
did that translation. The Book-ofthe-Month Club edition is the
Maude translation. Experts differ
as to which one is the better. Regardless of the translator, the
novel is a grand story and one
guaranteed to hold the reader
spellbound through the hottest
July days.

O

-
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The price ceilings have not af·
fected the price of books-so far.
This may, or may not, be good.
\IVriters, too, have to buy groceries and milk for the baby. Publishers must pay typesetters and
proof-readers. We have a hunch,
however, that book prices won't
advance very much. Publishers
are usually quite conservative
people despite the wild writing
done by their blurb writers. What
the quality of the writing between the covers will be remains
doubtful.
Next to the Bible and a dictionary every home should have
sets of Dickens and Scott. You
may not agree, of course, but people we know who have been
brought up on Dickens and Scott
are solid people. Complete sets of
these giants may be obtained at
bargain prices. Some judicious
shopping at second-hand book
stores or summer auctions of
household goods can turn up a
Dickens or Scott for a few dollars.
If you should want to go de luxe)
a New York department store rectntly advertised a few Dickens
sets in half-leather for about a
dollar a volume. That's a bargain. It's our firm conviction that
e"ery home is incomplete without
Dickens and Scott.

...

...

...

James Norman Hall has done
right by a novelist sadly neglected

1
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these past years: Joseph Conrad.
In a recent issue of the Atlantic
he calls attention to the superb
artistry in every Conrad novel.
'\'\Te recommend a reading of Con~
rad these days to take your mind
off strategic withdrawals and
South Pacific convoys. Speaking
of sets of Dickens and Scott, we're
of the considered opinion that
Conrad, too, ought to be owned
complete.

• • •

Together with Scott, Dickens,
and Conrad we'd like to call your
attention to a novelist whose milieu was utterly different: Marcel
Proust. Although you may have
heard otherwise, Proust can be
read. True, Remembrance of
Things Past is several times as
long as War and Peace; but, once
inside the tale, you will find it
difficult to abandon. There is
much that is decadent and per~
fectly horrible in Proust's study
of Paris. At the same time,
Proust's studies of the vagaries of
human nature are as profound
and subtle as any done by Shakespeare. Random House has put
out a two-volume edition for five
dollars.

• • •

Lovers of great prose and poetry also owe a debt of gratitude
to Random House for its publication of John Donne's prose and
poetry. There are other good editions of Donne's poetry; but there

•

is not, as far as we know, an edition which contains his poetry
complete plus a good deal of his
prose. John Donne's prose is at
its noblest in his sermons. Reading those sermon excerpts one is
convinced that to be a great
preacher one must be a good
poet. As an added feature and to
give the book-buyer his money's
worth, the complete poems of
William Blake have been included in the book. Separated by
many generations, there is a certain kinship between Donne and
Blake. We recommend this Random House publication ($3.50)
unreserved! y.

• • •

We forgot to mention-and it
should have been mentioned
months ago-the Victory Book
Campaign. You must have books
around the house which a soldier
ot sailor would enjoy reading.
Load up your car (or buggy)
with these books and give them
to your local Victory Book Committee, or just turn them over to
your public library. Rememberthose books must be good books.

• • •

Interesting bits: The author
of EscapeJ that marrow-chilling
thriller of life in N azidom and
escape from it, is none other than
Grace Zaring Stone, the author of
The Bitter Tea of General Yen.
Only a few people knew who
Ethel Vance Mrs. Stone's nom de

I
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plume} was. Reason for the pseudonymity was a fear of Nazi reprisals on a daughter married to
a Hungarian baron. Now that the
daughter has come to New York,
there is no need to fear Herr
Gobbels' wrath ..... Books play
an important part in this war of
ideas. If you don't think so, consider the sale of Mein Kampf.
Consider also the impact of the
work of such a man as Haushofer,
the geopolitician, Hitler's mentor.
Some other books which will have
much to do with the shaping of
the world to come are Raoul de
Roussy de Sales' The Making
of Tomorrow} Kernan's Defense
Will Not Win the War} Seversky's
Victory Through Air Power} and
dozens of others. We are waiting
for the novel or poem which will
have something to say about the
shape of things to come ..... Profitable summer reading to you 1

Lust for Conquest
those who have only dabbled in the history of Japan
know that for centuries the Nipponese have been a ruthless and
greedy nation. When the subjects
of the Mikado declare glibly and
unctuously that they are desperately in need of what Adolf Hitler calls Lebensraum} they give
expression to an inbred desire to
loot the property of others. When

E
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they voice their slogan, "Asia
for the Asiatics," they are, in
point of fact, stating that it is
their purpose to seize the fleshpots of Asia and Oceania for
their own private exploitation
and enjoyment.
Long and careful planning has
enabled the Japanese in a surprisingly short time to sink their
fangs into many of the lands
which they hope to Nipponize
through and through. Consider,
for example, what they have done
in rubber-rich Malaya. Men in
the know have estimated that the
soldiers, the sailors, the fliers, and
the fifth columnists of Japan have
deprived British investors of dividends which amounted to from
ten to fifteen million pounds a
year. Numerous retired rubber
planters, who had put the bulk of
their savings into the huge Malayan industry, have been all but
impoverished by the swift action
of the Japanese. The London Express recently reported:
Many cases of hardship are likely
to arise. Men who never expected to
work again will have to look around
for a job. We may be able to help
them make a new start in agriculture,
estate management, or as club secretaries.

Think of what the Nipponese
have won for themselves by seizing all but a small portion of the
Philippines and every island in
the fabulously wealthy Nether-

11
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lands East Indies. They have not
yet consolidated their ill-gotten
gains, it is true, nor have they
made secure their lengthy lines
of communication and supply;
but they will bend every effort to
do so. It will require the brawn,
the courage, the weapons, and
much of the blood of the fighting
forces of the United States to
drive them out; it will cost billions of dollars to free the overrun lands from the followers of
Shintoism. While it would be folly to deny that economic reasons
lie at the root of Nippon's unbridled lust for conquest, it would
be worse than folly to close our
eyes to the dangers and the obstacles which a victorious 1a pan

could, and would, throw into the
path of religion and education.
The war lords and the business
interests of the realm of the Mikado would establish in the conquered lands a serfdom besides
which the well-known oppression
and exploitation practiced for
many years by men of other countries would be the very acme of
gentleness and mercy.
For some reason or other, the
history of the 1apanese has been
neglected altogether too much in
our land. A careful study of the
rise of the Nipponese empire will
convince any open-minded person that we cannot afford to lose
the bloody and costly war in
which we are now engaged.

In the Wood
When the breezes, wafting lightly,
Cause the leafy swarm to rush,
Then may this my simple lyric
Sighs of inner sorrow hush.
When the rustle of the forest
Drowns the tempest in my soul,
In it I discern the rustle
Of that linden on your knoll.
A translation from the Slovak original by Vajansky

J. VAJDA

• • •
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PILGRIM
t(All the trumpets sounded for him on the
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
other side."

B Y
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June Night

K R E T Z M A N N

the march of the sun across the
world and to think of lost friends
and companions who are now at
other points in the unwearying
round of its journey . . . It is
now early tomorrow morning in
Ireland, and my friend John
in the American Expeditionary
Forces is getting ready for another day . . . It is night in
Africa, and my friends there
sleep, serenely I hope, under the
screen which keeps mosquitoes
and malaria away ... It is dusk
in Colorado, and my friend who
has a cabin in the hills is now
making a last effort to acquire a
reluctant trout ... Late afternoon
in California, dawn in the .far
islands of the Pacific, early morning in India . . . Somewhere
Phillip and Harold and Martin,
driven to the far corners of the
earth by our mistakes, will now
spend another day in rectifying
them ... They still have this day
to live, while mine is already
gone

summer night ... Much
too soft for the hard discipline of thought ... Stray ideas
buzz in and out until, like the
mysterious insects outside, they
strike the screen of my weariness
. . . Nothing especially new . . .
In such moments I have thought
that the mind (or what is left of
it) should be permitted to go its
own wandering way with no purpose and no goal ... It seems that
a part of consciousness can lean
back to observe the curious turns
of another part, harking back to
old memories and half-forgotten
dreams, diving headlong into the
depths of the sub-conscious, or
running far ahead of life into the
future, like a dog on a winter
morning . . . . On the whole, a
constructive pastime-this letting
the mind wander and observing
its erratic journeying . . . Freed
from the laws of thought it needs
a minimum of direction . . . It
chooses, for example, to follow
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So the mind, released from the
prison of time and distance, hurdles my lampless walls to join in
fellowship with the mighty company of those who are bound together by ties greater than time
and stronger than distance . . .
Bright glow the worlds above me
tonight, though earth's way is
dark in shadow . . . Now I remember that God's darkness was
completely black only once in the
history of man ... A man hung
on a Cross and saw the ultimate
and final darkness. "My God, my
God, why hast Thou forsaken
me?" . . . Ever since there have
always been stars in darkness,
however far and dim . . . Until
the gate of death, divine blackouts both in the world of sense
and sight and in the realm of
faith and spirit are never total
... There is always, as over my
Indiana town this evening, a silver moon or at least a steady star
in our blackened sky ... For my
friends of other days in Ireland,
India, and Africa . . . And for us
who must walk with them across
the world to sow the seed of
peace ...

A Friend in Need
favorite correspondent is
in again . . . Out of the
goodness of his heart and the
awareness of his mind he seems

M
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to know instinctively that it is
not easy for me to write these hot
summer days ... So he sets himself down at his typewriter, rolls
up his sleeves, and begins a barrage of opinions concerning some
of his favorite likes and dislikes
. .. He now has the floor ... In
his first outburst he says something about our strange interest
in useless knowledge:
"The backwash of the scientific
approach, so prevalent a few
decades ago and still going strong,
is an interesting phenomenon of
the current age.
"The big-shots of the educational world cultivated the idea
of questioning everything in the
quest for truth. The basic idea
was good, until the ultra-smartalecks took over. Intelligence tests
became the order of the day, and
ere long everybody with a flair for
impressing the common herd resorted to the practice of asking
questions. Reams and reams of
paper were filled with simple and
obscure and asinine queries on
every conceivable subject. The
more human guinea-pigs that
could be induced to answer the
tests, the happier the wisenheimers were. Soon the market was
glutted with so-called learned
treatises and books.
"The practice may have had
some merit. At all events, it was
tolerated by most of us as a harm-
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less brainstorm. The kids were
the guinea-pigs, and the grownups were nqt molested, unless
they suffered themselves to be
misled of their own free will. A
by-product of the basic idea resulted in the most innocent pastimes. Crossword puzzles, quiz
books, and the like blossomed
forth like dandelions in spring.
'What do you know and why?'
became a mania. If perchance
your answers were few and your
score was low, you would feel like
a moron, and your best friends
would treat you like something
the cat dragged in.
"What started as a scientific approach disintegrated into harmless fun and finally emerged as a
gruesome nuisance. Forms and
questionnaires -by the million
were concocted by the zealots and
sent out from every agency under
the sun. And brother, you were
expected to answer,-or else. Gentle suasion and actual duress were
employed to browbeat independent souls into submission. Nonconformists were branded as dangers to society and as mental lobos.
"Now that the war is on, this
questionnaire business has gone
all-out. The multiplicity of bureaus and agencies presumably

working for the government is
terrific, and what the hoot-owls
in high places want to know is
astounding. To justify their very
existence they search out facts
and figures with a zeal that makes
Billy Sunday sound like a deafmute.
"Just received a few more pages
of questions with their 'howmany-thises' and 'how-many-thats'
and 'what-per-cents' and 'whys'
and 'wherefores.' Some day I'm
going to have myself a big rubber
stamp made with an enormous
'So What?' With fiendish glee will
I thump it across the pages of
these silly questionnaires. Let the
chips fall where they may, and
the devil take the hind-most."

• • •
Here is what my friend has to ·
say concerning a problem which
has become distressing during the
past two years:
"I hope you will appreciate the
progressiveness of my approach to
the complex 'issues of modern
life.' The idea of departmentalizing my work is not original. It
is simply the application of the
princi pies of Government and
Big Business to the needs of the
Little Man. If you were to look
at my desk you might think that
it is a depository for the collection

J
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of junk and wastepaper. But as
usual, you're wrong. What appears to be chaos is orderly confusion,- the departmentalization
of my affairs in dozens of little
heaps.
"As for the Department of Vital Statistics and Recommendations,-well, that's a comparatively recent accretion. The mental
heading on the lintel of the door
leading into this imaginary department reads, 'My time is your
time.' That puts the customers at
ease. Yes, sir, during the past few
months I have put in enough
time verifying births and baptisms and writing recommendations to write a dozen books.
Good will and at - your - service
stuff, you know!
"No doubt you know all about
this recommendation business.
Just in case you run out of ideas
and would appreciate a new slant,
I am submitting a model letter of
recommendation used by me with
considerable success. Of course, to
fit the individual, it needs minor
alterations like any hand-medown suit. The basic idea, however, is a wow with military bigshots:
To the Admiral of the Navy:
Dear Ad,Hiah doin', Skipper? From what I
see in the papers, business is sure
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keeping you humping these days.
Keep 'em fl.oating,-and regards to
all the boys. Now that the preliminary pleasantries are over, I might
as well settle down to the reason for
this unexpected surprise from your
Old Pal.
Here's the dope. There's an old
goat by the name of Morrie Sager in
our town what wants a recommendation for a soft spot in your outfit. I
ain't got overly much use for him
personally. But when common folks ·
ask us big-shots for a favor, we usually gotta humor them. You know
how it is.
Physically, Morrie ain't much to
look at. He's a runty little specimen,
built along my own general lines.
Neither he nor I'd rate high as Arrow Collar ads. No, I don't expect
Morrie'd amount to much for heavy
duty. One point in his favor is that
he'd not take up much cargo space.
Anyhow, he's always good for a laugh
just to look at, and that in itself
might be worth considering in case
you get kinda droopy now and then.
Mentally he ain't so hot, either.
Not that he's a moron or a nitwit,
because he managed to get his share
of schoolin'. Even went through an
academy, I hear. How he ever got a
diploma, I can't figure out. Just another one of those cases where pull
and red-tape did the trick. He might
fill in some of your dull moments
with an occasional flare-up of intelligence. He'll laugh at your stale
jokes, for example, providing they
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ain't too far-fetched. He's fast on the
trigger too with wisecracks-in a
crude sort of way. A regular cut-up.
Says the cutest things, and never
catches on.
I think Morrie' d like to get some
special job with you as a picturetaker. He has a picture gallery (calls
it a studio) here in town where he
says he works. Claims he's good, too.
'\Veil, that racket may be all right to
hook the local yokels into spending
their hard-earned shekels. But what
in all the world the Navy would
want with a guy to take pictures of
you and your boys day in and day
out,-it don't make sense to me. He'd
practically starve to death in no time,
what with the newspapers taking
free pictures of you all the time anyhow. Now I guess you'll understand
what I meant by his mental setup a
while ago.
As though this wasn't bad enough,
he likewise fools around with a fiddle quite a bit. Some folks think he's
swell, and call him a musician. But
that's all a matter of taste. I've heard
him play a couple of times in some
of the dives downtown, and he gets
by okeh with the kind of people as
hangs around those joints. He never
mentioned this phase of his accomplishments when he asked me to
write you, but between the two of
us, I think it has possibilities. Remember the story of the Pied Piper
and how he got rid of a lot of rats?
Well, there are a lot of rats running
around loose in the world and caus-

ing us all a lot of trouble. I was just
thinking, perhaps Morrie could cut
loose a medley of caterwauling in
high tempo. In no time at all the
Japs and the Nazis would either go
nuts or die quick. All of which we're
heartily in favor of.
With the exception of the last
point, I for the life of me can't see
what you and the Navy would want
with a guy like Sager. The actual
qualifications he has are practically
none, and that's putting it mild. I
ought to know. The Navy's got its
hands full without taking on more
unnecessary officers as extra ballast.
In conclusion, my recommendation
is, in view of what's been said,don't pay any attention to my letter
and don't put Sager into the Navy.
Faithfully and as ever yours,
Signature."

IL

Nobody Knows

Now to my friend's most important contribution-the
War ... He writes:
"From the outset I want to assure you that I know absolutely
nothing about the subject. Neither does anybody else, for that
matter. The only difference is
that I'm honest, while the rest of
the writers love to live in a land
of make-believe. The only reason
why I presume to write intelligently on the war is because I've
run low on material, and because
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I've kept this ace up my sleeve
for cases of emergency.
"First of all we'll give our brief
attention to the Pacific and its
double-crossing hordes. The slanteyed cherry-pickers have finally
been set back on their heels by
our hard-punching lads. They
did a swell job for themselves as
long as they had a preponderance
of materiel and men; but with a
couple more Coral Sea and Midway battles, the tide will be turning. Significantly they've been
seeking a nest in the Rat Islands.
By this we simply brand them
for what they are, and in no way
do we underestimate their fight·
ing ability. We still have a long,
hard row to hoe. I predict that
things will be pop pin' on the JapRussian frontier ere long. What
the outcome will be,-nobody
knows.
"As for the Africa campaign,
there you have one of the swellest side-shows ever assembled under one tent. 'You chase me, and
I'll chase you' is the game being
played across the desert sands.
Why anybody would want to fight
for the possession of that forsaken
territory, I can' t figure out. Rommel is a clever old fox,-one of
the best of the Nazi zoo;-but I
doubt if he'll be able to break
through to Suez. My guess is that
Egypt will be safe for another
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year. As a matter of fact, nobody
knows.
"The real danger spot is Russia,
and make no mistake about it.
All this propaganda dope about
Hitler being licked last winter is
a lot of eyewash. He's been laying
low, building up supplies and
resting his forces the meanwhile,
and one of these days he'll bust
loose. The Nazi war machine is
full-up with poison and dynamite. Sevastopol will fall. So will
K.harkov. Hitler is heading for
the oil fields of the Caucasus and
Baku. It looks to me like the
Russian bear is in for a terrific
mauling before the snow flies.
We shall see what we shall see.
If Russia holds after a fashion,
the end will be drawing nearer.
If Russia folds,-! hate to think
of the bigness of the job confronting us. Keep your eye on the Russian front in spite of all other
diversions. What the outcome
will be, nobody knows.
"The long-range, dispassionate
view of the world-wide happenings in a war of such vast proportions as the present holocaust, is
intensely intriguing to us experts
and commentators. Unfortunately, however, we are prone to lose
sight of the human element. The
keenness of our moral sense tends
to become blunted by the constant repetition of accounts of
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cruelty and bloodshed. Men be·
come mere pawns on the chess·
board of history. We forget that
they are living entities of flesh
and blood endowed with the
power to think and feel. A bomber crashes, and we regret the
loss of a plane; the men are incidental since their names are just
names. A warship is sunk; but we
forget the struggles of the gallant
crew in dangerous waters, until
one whom we know is reported
missing in the casualty lists. A
land battle of rnajor proportions
is fought, thousands are killed
and wounded; but we fail to hear
the groans of the dying and the
pitiful cries of the maimed. N evertheless it is true, every one of
the men involved had his own

little dream of life and happiness, and his own little circle of
loved ones and friends who are
anxiously and vitally concerned.
When we break down the armies
into individual human beings,
'tis then that we become sick at
heart over the tragedy of war,
and long all the more fervently
for an early victory and a lasting
peace.
"The other day Malcolm W.
Bingay, one of my favorite columnists, talked about the war
and of what the future might be
when the fighting is over. In
closing he said,
"'The answer to it all can be
found only in the heart of God,
not in the mind of man.' " . . .
Thirty .

On Some Bright Dawn
Today I watched dew-pearly lilies rise,Earth-held but reaching out to morning skies
Like angels shorn of homing wing,-to sip
The sun, from out an old volcano's lip
Where once was Hadean fire and lethal breath
Of a mad, molten tide that bore quick death ....
Then suddenly I knew the flower of Peace would bloom,
Welcome as lilies, in this world of gloom,
One day-one day on some bright era's dawn,
With every last dark hint of warring gone.
RoLAND RYDER-SMITH

I

Poetry ts born even "while mad guns curse overhead."

When
Poets Went to War
By

is not a combinaof role which general
opinion would pair as a natural,
or as an effective, fighting unit.
The poet is looked upon as a visionary, an idealist, inept in the
arts physical and lacking the intestinal fortitude to give a griplocked foe the coup de sabre in
the midriff. Whether the latter
comes as a more natural inclination to men of less lyrical constitution will, of course, not be
claimed.
Nor can it be held, since poesy
warrants no draft exemption, that
poets drop low on the list of
Honor in Action. Sorley became
a captain at twenty, Ledwidge
was a lance-corporal in Flanders,
Owen led a charge across the
Sombre, and Kettle was cited as
"the most honorable fighter of
all." Poets all.
Perhaps even in philosophy the
poet and the soldier are closer
than popular heroics would sus-

HENRY RISCHE

pect. General Douglas MacArthur,
frank, dapper, modern roughrider
of the Philippines, believes in the
mailed fist because "nothing has
changed so little as human nature; and nobody has invented a
way to eliminate war."
But, while girding his loins for
war, he grants it no false glamor.
"Soldiers don't make wars," he
snapped in an interview.

OET-SOLDIER

Ption

We keep the peace. We are not
called in until after the statesmen
have decided to fight it out. No man
abhors war more than the regular
army man. There is no glory in war,
no shining armor, nor even bright
uniforms. The battlefield is a place
of blood and stench and filth.

It is not so much a glory as a
gory road, a grim ordeal to be
faced with resoluteness and with
sacrifice, unfortunately, inescapably, with sacrifice.
Poets who went to war is a
chapter in unfinished literature
which brings into awareness with
19
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stark realism the sacrifice the
company of letters has made on
the martial scene. Many names in
the black-boxed bulletins might
well be written double loss, soldier and artist, soldier and scientist, soldier and poet. 1ohn McCrae, gallant man of war; and
John McCrae, poet laureate potential.
It is a trite saying, "Any school
child knows ..... " Yet it would
not be misapplied to make the
oft-harped claim in regard to the
poem, "Trees," by Joyce Kilmer.
He, who saw no "poem lovely
as a tree" and counted himself
fool beside the tree-Maker, nevertheless plied his art so well that
his one remembered creation has
won for him a niche of fame in
song, scrapbook, platform, and
parody.
The lines that paint a tree with
"hungry mouth" upon the earthy
breast, with lifted "leafy arms to
pray," with "robins in her hair,"
and snow on her bosom, reveal an
artistry of tender touch and care
for nature's beauty. Its softness
and gentle flow point to a gentle
lyrical hand. Lacking annotation
to authorship one would scarcely
invest it with a Luger pistol and
a landscape-ravishing grenade.
Not much else besides "Trees"
has come from the pen of Kilmer.
Nothing since 1918. He is rated
in anthologies as a poet of great
promise but undeveloped gifts.

The reason is found in a monthof-July communique: Killed in
action, by the river Ourque, 1oyce
Kilmer. Even a callous barber
winced in his comment when this
conversational side-glance at war
came through the clippings.
Hackneyed, too, it is to state,
"No occasion is complete without. ... " Yet in connection with
.M emorial Day the rites are seldom kept withuuL the fervid repetition of "In Flanders Fields,"
"where poppies grow between the
crosses row on row-" one of them
with the name on it of the writer
of this "perfect rondeau," which
has been classed as "possibly the
most widely read poem produced
by the war."
.... Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now ....

Here lies John McCrae.
Few expressions of patriotism
equal in sacrificial devotion the
lines:
If I should die, think only this of
me·
That ;here's some corner of a foreign#
field
That is for ever England.

They are the opening words of
"The Soldier" and were written,
in the first person, by Rupert
Brooke. It was his swan song.
Literary critic Edward Thomas
wrote of him as "the most famous
of the Georgians . . . . a golden

..
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young Apollo . . . . one of the
handsomest Englishmen of his
time." Untermeyer called him
"the most brilliant and passionate of the younger poets" and
"one of England's great literary
losses." He died in a far corner
of the Aegean, during the luckless Dardanelles campaign, April,
1915.

GREAT IN PROMISE
SAAC ROSENBERG WOn prizes in
art school; but when the sum
total of his career is measured the
verdict is that of many another
poet in uniform: greater in promise than in achievement. It is said
that he hated war; but when it
broke out, he did not whine. He
enlisted, joining the company of
his song, "The Dead Heroes," a
Hebrew sacrifice on the sandbag
altar of Mars.
Similarly greater in bud than
in fruit, for the same reason, was
the case of Alan Seeger, like Kilmer, an American literary casualty. He wrote,

I

I have a rendezvous with Death
At some disputed barricade,
When Spring comes back with rustling shade
And apple-blossoms fill the air ....

He had his mortal appointment
in a Fourth-of-July drive, 1916.
Counted with the most gifted
of the younger poets, but also
measured short by war, was
Charles Hamilton Sorley, at the
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age of twenty a captain and a
casualty. He was killed in action
near Hulluch, October, 1915, after having written in an open
letter "To Germany,"
You are blind like us ....
You only saw your future bigly
planned,
And we the tapering paths of our
own mind,
And in each other's dearest ways we
stand
And hiss and hate. And the blind
fight the blind.

Francis Ledwidge, enthusiastic
discovery of Lord Dunsany, showed
talent for melodious nature-drawing, poeticizing an "Evening in
F'ebruary" with a "grey old eyelid down across the sun" and the
quiet countryside disturbed by
the "hurry and the loud alarms
Before the fall of Babylon." He
perished on a Flanders front, an
evening in July, 1917.
A book reviewer, encouraged
by Frost, dropped hack work for
poetry and literary criticism of
English composition for lyrical
contemplation of the quiet English countryside. "Tall nettles
cover up, as they have done These
many springs, the rusty harrow,
the plough," and the pen of Edward Thomas, killed at Arras,
Easter Monday, 1917.

.
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BEFORE DEATH
P. CAMERON WILSON sang tranquilly of "Magpies in Picardy," went. to war, won a cap·
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taincy in conflict, and must have
often thought, as his men dropped
in their trenches, of his verse,
They left the fury of the fight,
And they were very tired.
The gates of heaven were open
quite,
Unguarded and unwired.

Till he, too, was dropped by a
machine gun bullet, March, 1918.
The "Poems" of Wilfred Owen
are valued as "one of the most
important contributions to the
literature of the War." Typical
are these lines from an "Anthem
for Doomed Youth":
What passing bells for these who die
as cattle?
Only the monstrous anger of the
guns.
Only the stuttering rifles' rapid
rattle
The shrill, demented choirs of
wailing shells
The pallor of girls' brows shall be
their pall,
Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds
And each slow dusk a drawing-down
·
of blinds.

They had blackouts in the old
war, and one of them was the
light of Wilfred Owen, snuffed
out in a charge across the Sombre,
a week before Armistice Day.
All of which raises again and
again the weary, dreary, blanched,
and hapless question, "Why?" T.
M. Kettle, "Irish torch-bearer,"

just before leading his Fusiliers
at Ginchy in an advance with no
return, bequeathed an answer
"To My Daughter Betty, Gift of
God":
In wiser days, my darling rosebud ....
You'll ask why I abandoned you ,
my own
.... And, ohl they'll give you rhyme
And reason: some will call the thing
sublime,
And some decry it in a knowing
tone.
So here, while mad guns curse overhead,
And tired men sigh with mud for
couch and floor,
Know that we ....
Died not for flag, nor King, nor
Emperor,But for a dream, born in a herdsman's shed,
And for the secret Scripture of the
poor.

Out of it all the best set of the
jaws is found in Sorley's epistolary conclusion, wishful at it was,
yet "Hope springs eternal in the
human breast":
When it is peace, then we may view
again
With new-won eyes each other's truer form
And wonder. Grown more lovingkind and warm,
We'll grasp firm hands and laugh at
the old pain,
When it is peace. But until peace,
the storm,
The darkness and the thunder and
the rain.
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THEODORE GRAEBNER
AND AD. HAENTZSCHEL

HUMOR IN THE
COMMUNIQUES
They tell a story every day
of blood and devastation.
Especially the Russians
•
make it a point to say just how
many Germans have been killed
in each engagement. Sometimes a
single sentence tells a story of
ruin and desolation affecting a
thousand households. Some day
the story of the 1942 pattern of
communiques will be written,
and a chapter somewhat corresponding to the heading placed
above this paragraph will find
space in the record.
The all-time high, of course,
was Mussolini's report of destruction of half the fleet in Taranto
Harbor, when the aerial torpedo
was first used by the British. The
Italian premier introduced the
announcement of this defeat by
pointing with pride to the policy

of candor which prevails in the
Italian government, of perfect
open-mindedness, frankness, truthfulness, also in reporting unpleasant facts-which, he failed to add,
were known in every corner of
the earth and in every Italian viilage when he was speaking.
The Rome radio abounds in
communiques which place the
color of success on military failures. The Axis forces in Africa
were being withdrawn rapidly in
the face of devastating Allied fire
from the air and the sea. This is
the way it was reported on the
Rome radio, "Italian troops are
now withdrawn in Cirenaica west
of Derna, thereby frustrating
British designs." Those ingenious
Italians! Outsmarted the British
again! Chorus of vivas (or something just as cheerful).
The Russians are not one whit
behind the Italians in developing
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a masterpiece of strategy out of
defeat and failure. The offensive
against Kharkov after nineteen
days, during which time the Russians admitted a loss of 75,000
men, comes to a complete standstill. To anyone innocent of military science it would look as if
they had failed to take the city.
Perish the thought! The Russian
military leaders, in a special communique, report the "complete
success" of Timoshenko's offensive! The Russian operations
had not included plans for the capture of ·Kharkov. The idea had been
to prevent a German offensive in another sector. In order to forestall the
blow of the German Fascists, troops
of the Soviet command started offensive operations in the Kharkov
direction without including Kharkov
in their plans.

As a result, they lost 75,000 men;
but the Germans were prevented
from starting an offensive elsewhere. This sort of stuff is printed
on the front pages of our papers
with headlines in letters half an
inch high.
The German communiques of
fighting in Russia have employed
the same literary device of turning defeat into victory. In the late
fall of 1941 the Germans were
beaten back at Rostov with tremendous losses. Naturally, the report emphasizes the fact that "the
Red Army was expending its
strength recklessly." "The Rus-

sians take no account of the sacrifice of masses of men if success
is to be obtained,"-but the report
continues that it was "only a
sham success." DNB [official news
agency] reveals that the retreat
from the Rostov section was really a piece of deep strategy. "Occupation troops of Rostov, in
compliance with orders" -we note
that they are only "occupation
troops" and that they were not
beaten back by the Russiansperish the thoughtl-but retreated
"in compliance with orders" -they
evacuated the city
in order to make the most thorough
preparations for necessary measures
against the population which, contrary to international law, participated in fighting at the rear of the
German troops.

Knowing that international law
went into the ashcan when Germany first attacked Poland and
has remained there ever since,
this is indeed funny. But with the
soberest mien in the world a German military spokesman dictates
this commentary on the High
Command Communique:
Through this evacuation the opportunity is offered to show the Rostov population its proper place according to international law.
The Russians perhaps now will
report that they have recaptured
Rostov. There can be no talk of
that. This was a planned step by the
German leadership in order to make
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internatioRal and martial law duly
respected.

We should add that this is the
only time that the Nazis retreated
from a town as a means of punishing the miserable inhabitants
for so far forgetting themselves
as to violate international law.
Our American military spokesmen are learning the trick. Rear
Admiral Adolphus Andrews, commanding the Eastern sea frontier,
tells New York reporters in an
optimistic interview that "we've
been making it so hot for them
[Axis submarines] that some of
them have gone to the Gulf of
Mexico."

"TO ILLUMINATE THE
FOUR QUARTERS"
Japanese war reporting
comes closest to being entirely without any inhibi•
tions due to the relation of the
story, as told, to the facts in the
case. The Japanese military authorities are the only ones which
have directly lied about the results of military or naval actions,
as when decisive naval defeats,
with a loss of scores of vessels,
have been reported as victories.
Naturally, the day-to-day reports
are deeply tinged with falsehood.
Some of them follow the European pattern, recognizable in
such communiques as that re-
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porting the air raid on Tokyo:
"The raiders did not attempt to
hit military establishments and
inflicted damage on grammar
schools, hospitals and cultural establishments." A little farther
down we run into this gem:
"Mounting indignation over the
indiscriminate bombing is being
felt among the people."
The official spokesman seems
to have completely forgotten that
it was Japan which, four years ago
in China, introduced the technique of machine-gunning civilians from low-flying airplanes, the
aviators running up scores of as
many as 130 individual Chinese
slain from a single machine gun
barrel. But when the Allied
bombers over Tokyo did not drop
their explosives with perfect precision on military barracks, warships, and hangars, the people
felt "mounting indignation."
Viewed through this astrolabe,
it looks to us as if the Japanese
are actually sincere in their claim
that ever since the first attack on
China four years ago their single
purpose is the Pacification of the
Orient, Oriental Prosperity under
Japanese Leadership. This most
ruthless and brutal war of modern times has only the objective
of a great Japanese Peace. It is so
recorded in the Koto shogaku kokushi~ a Textbook of National
History for Grammar School Students compiled by the Japanese
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Ministry of Education (Mombush) in 1937. In Volume 2, page
90, we have this avowal of Japan
as concerns the Far East:
Above all, our Emperor has given
profound attention to the peace of
the Far East, and our fellow citizens,
reverencing the Imperial will, have
devoted their entire strength to its
accomplishment. We first fought
wars with China and Russia; we
made an alliance with Korea; we
took part in the Great War-all these
activities were directed toward the
maintenance of peace in the Far
East. Thus our national radiance has
come to illuminate the Four Quarters, and we have assumed our position as a great world power .....
The mission of our nation, which has
taken upon itself alone the responsibility of maintaining the peace of
the Far East, has become more and
more imperative, and the duties of
our people have become more and
more weighty.

So imperative has become the
mission of peace, so weighty the
duties of · the Japanese people,
that they had to send a swarm of
dive-bombers to Pearl Harbor
while the diplomats were still
negotiating in Washington.
The peace motif of Japan is on
a par with the Ethiopian Sorrows
of Italy. "Our spirit by now is
prepared," declared the editorial
writer in Premier Mussolini's own
newspaper, ll Popoli d' ltalia~ of
Milan, when Churchill was making good his threat that he would

"tear to tatters" the Mrican Empire of Italy-"for new painful
losses." By this time it was clear
that Ethiopia was lost to Italy.
But there was this comfort: that
Italy was simply paying the price
of her inherent nobility of soul.
These losses, said ll Popoli~ "were
imposed by the humaneness of
the I tali an command, which is
evacuating certain urban centers
to save the population the horrors of street fighting." In line
with this sentiment the Italian
high command acknowledged
abandonment to the British of
Asmara, capital of Eritrea, saying
that such action had been taken
to save the city from further bombardment-which already had taken "hundreds of victims."
What this world would be if
we all had Japan's Love of Peace
and Italy's Humane Regard for
Ethiopian Natives, would take
the pen of a Dante to describe,i£ that pen were capable of adding a lurid climax to ll Inferno.

"I AM" AND THE U-BOATS
They have taken a toll of
at least 350 merchant vessels during the past six
•
months, between Newfoundland
and the Gulf of Mexico. Yet all
this loss of life and destruction of
ships and cargoes so essential to
the war could have been prevent-
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ed if President Roosevelt or Admiral King, or whoever decides
these things, had made the right
kind of contact with Guy W. Ballard, founder, and until his r ecent
death, chief miracle worker of the
"I Am" cult. Only three years ago
the weird powers of the "I Am"
movement had wrecked three
German submarines intent on
destruction of the Panama Canal,
"consumed" 364 foreign spies and
forestalled evil forces bent on depopulating the earth. Such is the
claim made by the "I Am" periodical, "The Voice," in its report
of a speech delivered by Mr. Ballard in 1939. When these U-boat!;
were lurking about in the Gulf
of Mexico, Ballard called upon
his assembled followers to exert
their influence against the hostile
craft, "and I guarantee you that
within an hour they will not exist." A bout an hour later, Ballard
continued:
"Three of the remaining five
secret submarines are no more.
One was within 60 miles of the
Panama Canal, so we had to act
very quickly.
"Now listen very closely to what
I am saying. In one of these there
was the inventor of these secret
submarines. They were all invented in Germany. This inventor
was close to Hitler and in one
submarine were the plans of all
he intended to do in the world."
Naturally, the world would be

(,~---------
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tremendously interested in seeing
photostatic copies of the actual
plans of Hitler. But with a little
patience, the world's curiosity
will be satisfied. Ballard allowed
the plans "in water-proof containers" to remain in the submarine "until the day when we bring
it forth to the world and reveal
the evidence which it contains."
The destruction of the 364
spies was announced at the same
meeting. As reported in "The
Voice," Mr. Ballard said: "When
the inner secret service acts, as a
rule the individuals disappear
from the earth. I will not tell you
just what time or how long I took
to consume them, but not so long.
Three · hundred and sixty-four
foreign spies will act no more in
your beloved America."

LET PRECIPITATION PAY
FOR THE WAR

Precipitation is a species
of magic of which the "I
Am" cult claims the secret.
•
It all came out when leaders of
the "Mighty I Am Society" were
placed on trial for using the mails
to defraud. At Chicago, two sisters, the Misses Louise and Cecelia Majerus, were arrested in
connection with this suit. When
the officers went to their home to
make the arrest1 they shouted that

.

i
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the house was surrounded. To
this the sisters replied: "No one
can harm us. Life is eternity and
dying is like taking off a suit of
clothes. You may come in."
Before taking the sisters to jail,
they were given a demonstration
of what the women called "precipitation." "You see," said one
of them, "I have a dollar in my
pocketbook. After a while I open
it and have $~. That is precipitation. Of course we don't precipitate houses or anything large
enough to cause commotion in
the world."
At the police station the women refused to give up their money
to a matron, stating they had $13
between them and intended to
keep it. But when the purses
were opened, Miss Louise seemed
to have precipitated $89 and Miss
Cecelia $46.
A combination of the precipitation gift, which no loyal cultist
would withhold from Mr. Morgenthau, with the occult power
that wipes out spies and U-boats,
should guarantee an Axis defeat
before Christmas.
Or is it possible that the five
thousand Chicagoans who gathered at the Civic Opera Building
in order to hear Mr. and Mrs.

Ballard and receive the Great
Cosmic Light from the Mighty
I Am Presence, were a pack of
fools?
At the trial in Los Angeles one
of the witnesses testified that during a conversation following an
I Am class in 1935, Donald Ballard had remarked:
"How much longer are these
people going to swallow this
stuff?"
She said she was too startled to
answer.
But after all, what is the "I Am
Presence"? At one of her lectures
in St. Louis, a certain Mrs. Gallagher explained the doctrines of
Mr. Ballard's religion. She took
a pointer and explained a colored
chart of "The Mighty I Am Presence" which was pinned to a
curtain behind her. She said the
"I Am" is a sort of second self,
minus the human imperfections,
that hangs in the air above you.
If you worJ_( hard and shed the
Light you stand a good chance
of ascending into the Presence,
which makes you an Ascended
Master.For such bosh, people are willing to give up the certainties of
the Christian religion.

I

~ AND MUSIC MAKERS
A Little About MozaTt and Chopin

BY WALTER A. HANSEN

h Throughout the year 1789
,;· Mozart was feverishly active.
The urge to create was irrepressible, and the master worked with
almost unbelievable speed. But
he made no concessions to mediocrity. Nothing trivial came from
the great man's prodigiously fertile pen, nothing that did violence
in any way to the creed of beauty
which was part and parcel of his
very being.
At this time Mozart was only
thirty-three years old. He had
tasted many of the joys of life;
but, in addition, he had drained
the cup of bitterness to the very
dregs. Ever since he had taken
the devoted Konstanze Weber to
wife, debts, disappointments, and
poverty had been depriving him
of peace of mind. Nevertheless,
there was much bright sunshine
in the music he composed. Now
and then, it is true, deep-felt sadness came to the fore in his works;
29
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but there was no persistent note
of sorrow, no ever recurring undertone of pessimism. His melodies were often pensive in character; yet they were never heavy
with brooding or fatalism. Had
the master permitted trials and
tribulations to hold sway over all
his thoughts, much of what he
wrote might have been morbid
and filled with darkest gloom.
But neuroticism had no part in
Mozart's make-up. In this respect
he was entirely different from
Tchaikovsky, the mighty Russian
who admired and worshiped the
genius from Salzburg above all
other composers.
During the latter part of 1789
Mozart wrote his magnificent
Quintet in A Major} for Clarinet
and Strings (K. 581 ). Anton Stadler, who was a good friend and a
composer of marked ability, had
urged him to indite a work of this
nature. The instrumental combi-
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nation was unusual at that time.
It has remained unusual up to
our day. As a matter of fact, there
is, to my knowledge, in the literature of chamber music only one
work of like scoring which can
hold a candle to Mozart's exquisitely fashioned composition. It is
the monumental Quintet in B
Minor} for Clarinet and Strings}
Op. 115} which Johannes Brahms
wrote in 1891 largely because of
the profound impression made
upon him by the artistry of the
well-known clarinetist, Richard
Miihlfeld.
Mozart's quintet is wrought
with consummate skill. The partwriting, as always, is limpid and
vivid. Counterpoint, no matter
how intricate its pattern or how
subtle its treatment, never stumbles or stammers when it flows
from the great master's wonderfully sensitive and facile pen. It
never becomes turgid. It never
mars, blurs, or distorts the architectural design. It is always an
obedient servant in the hands of
the man who ranked with Johann
Sebastian Bach as one of the truly
great masters of the exceedingly
complex art of polyphonic writing. In form, in melodic content,
and in workmanship the Quintet
in A Major is an unforgettably
impressive work. The listener
finds pensiveness and poignancy
in the Larghetto} and in a small
portion of the Allegro con Varia-

zioni there is a note of sadness;
but the other parts of the masterpiece give no indication whatever
of the sorrow that gnawed at the
great man's heart. Shall we say
that Mozart sought, and found,
surcease from grief in the music
he wrote?
Your knowledge of Mozart is
woefully incomplete if you do not
know the marvelous Quintet in A
Major} for Clarinet and Strings.
Concernmg Chopin
h Some writers make entirely
•. too much of what they are
pleased to refer to as a "feminine
element" in Frederic Francois
Chopin. As a result, there are
many who have the notion that
the music composed by the famous Pole is doying and noticeably lacking in virility and solidity. Henry L. Mencken, whose
knowledge of things pertaining
to the tonal art is by no means
meagre, once declared that Chopin's works impressed him as being sugary. In a letter sent to
Isaac Goldberg, his biographer,
on May 6, 1925, and described by
the addressee as
one of the most interesting letters
written in this country since Huneker drank his last seidel of beer

the redoubtable scribe of Baltimore unburdened himself of the
following strikingly pungent statements:
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1 know very little about piano
music and seldom play the piano
alone. Piano music, in the mam,
seems to me to lack dignity. Even
the Beethoven sonatas fall below old
Ludwig's usual level. But maybe I
underestimate them because most of
them are beyond my technique. That
may also explain my feeling that
Chopin is a sugarteat. As a boy I
used to like Moszkowski. I got over
it when I began to smoke. (The Man
Mencken. Simon & Schuster, New
York. 1925.)

In considering opinions and
drivel of this nature we must bear
in mind that Chopin, like Franz
Schubert, has suffered greatly at
the hands of some of those who
have written about him. It is true,
as Franz Liszt tells us, that in his
maturity the Pole was "fragile
and sickly"; but tuberculosis was
mercilessly and inexorably sapping the man's physical vitality
when the famed Hungarian pianist knew him. In his boyhood
days Chopin was full of fun and
mischief. Did this trait leave him
in the 1urch as soon as he began
to write music? No. Think, for
example, of some of his Waltzes,
Etudes, Preludes, and Mazurkas.
Consider his marvelous Scherzos.
Chopin, like Richard Wagner,
was fastidious in the matter of
dress. A compatriot who knew
him well wrote that
his hair was curled daily by the servant, and his shirts, boots, and other
things were of the neatest-in fact,
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he was a dandy, more vain in dress
than any woman.

l 4urthermore, Chopin had sharply defined predilections with respect to such things as wallpaper,
curtains, and chair coverings.
It is altogether unfair, however,
to conclude from such bits of information that whatever Chopin
wrote was devoid of virility. Nor
does the fact that at the height of
his career he moved frequently
. and gladly in the society of wellbred women prove that his music
was "sissified." Let us not forget
that the great tone poet was often
in the company of Liszt, Hector
Berlioz, Giacomo Meyerbeer, and
Stephen Heller, the composers; of
Heinrich Ernst, the violinist; and
of Honore de Balzac and Heinrich Heine, the writers. This man,
whose heart was filled with a
burning love for his native Poland, who could be bitterly resentful of adverse criticism, who
could hate with every fibre of his
being, and who did not hesitate
to express his dislike of music
written by Carl Maria von Weber,
Robert Schumann, Berlioz, Beethoven, and Liszt-this man was
by no means a weakling either in
thoughts or in words. There is
a large amount of vigor and
strength in many of the compositions he has bequeathed to us;
there is a strange power even in
those of his works which, by common consent, are looked upon as
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being delicate and fragile in character. Chopin, we must remember, was a daring harmonist. In
addition, he revolutionized piano
technic. Surely, a man able to
accomplish all this could have
been neither a "sissy" nor a mere
stick of candy.
The Polonaise5
J\ Listen to the majestic Polo•. naises. They are works which
only one of the elect among composers could have written. There
is no sign of weakness here. No,
there is life-life throbbing with
beauty, stateliness, and pomp. It
is the life of the aristocratic circles of the Poland which Chopin
loved with every ounce of his
strength. Ignaz Jan Paderewski,
another great son of Poland, declared:
Away there, in the stately manor,
lights are flaring in the halls; great
nobles, county electors maybe, are
gathered here in a colored, glistening throng. Music sounds. My Lord
Chamberlain, or whoever present be
most dignified of rank, steps forth to
lead the Polonaise. There comes the
clank of swords, the rustle of brocaded silks against the wide sleeves,
purple lined. With dashing step the
couples march on proudly while
soft, smooth words begin to flow towards fair cheeks and lovely eyesthe glib words of the old Polish
tongue, well interspersed with manly
Latin and with here and there a
timid touch of French.

Chopin's Sonata in ·B Flat Mi-

nor_, Op. 35_, is one of the greatest
compositions ever written for the
piano. It is a work that survives
all eulogies and defies all attacks.
Shortly after the composer had
given it to the world, Robert
Schumann, who immediately recognized its weaknesses in the matter of structure, felt in duty
bound to say,
To have called this a sonata must
be reckoned a freak, if not a piece
of pride; for he [Chopin] has simply
yoked together four of his maddest
children.

But neither Schumann's barbed
references to the architectural
shortcomings of the composition
nor assaults made by other critics
have detracted one whit from its
singular beauty and power. Some
writers have spoken har~hly about
the first movement because Chopin was altogether unable to put
his thoughts together after the
fashion of a Mozart, a Haydn, or
a Beethoven. The third movement-the most famous of all funeral marches-has been referred
to more than once as a curious
mixture of gloom, heavy-footedness, and sugar; and pygmies
have bitterly assailed the startling
Finale_, in which Carl Tausig envisaged night winds sweeping over
churchyard graves, for no other ·
reason than that it is unique in
character. Sticklers and detractors
have found far less grist for their
little mills in the stirring Scherzo.

"The Annunciation," painted by El Greco about 1590
comes out of the later period of his life. Domenico
Theotocopuli, since he was born on the island of
Crete and had had contact with Greeks, Egyptians
and Syrians even while she belonged to Venice, the
Byzantian quality of his painting increases with his
later years. Even though his elongated and sensuous
forms found their way back to early illuminations, he
always remained El Greco to the Spaniards.

£1 Greco

El Greco

A still
power
nearly
end of

later Annunciation, filled up with vigor and
is the so-called "Madrid Annunciation." It is
eight feet square and was painted close to the
the artists:s life.

_______________________ )
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El Greco

lu the right transept of the Church San Domingo el
Antiguo at Toledo is seen one of El Greco's great
nativity scenes: "The Adoration of the Shepherds."
The contrasts of light and darkness are brilliantly
achieved.

El Gruo

The best known of El Greco's Adorations is the one
from the later period of his life preserved in the
Metropolitan Museum, New York. It is another of
those beautiful paintings which follow Correggio in
bringing all light into the picture from the ChristChild.

-

El Greco

El Greco breaks away from all the conventional forms
in grouping his people about the table in the painting of "Chri t in the House of Simon the Pharisee."
It is undoubtedly one of his last paintings and is
preser:ved in a private collection in America.

El Gruo

The famous Budape t "Gethsemane" has been reproduced very frequently and it is compared by many in
quality to the famous "Assumption of the Virgin"
found in the Chicago Art Institute.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _j
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"The Resurrection of Christ" painted about 1579 in
Toledo adorned the left transept of the Church San
Domingo el Antiguo and forms an excellent companion piece to the beautiful "Adoration." (See No. 3)

I

El Gruo

Pictures of "The Descent of the Holy Ghost" are rare
even among the great artists but this painting in the
Prado in Madrid carries into the faces of the Disciples
all the wonder and awe of Pentecost. In truly Catholic fashion, El Greco has also put the Virgin into the
midst of the Disciples.
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It is no longer necessary to
plead the cause of Chopin's great
sonata. Its overwhelming power
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floors all quibblers. Pianists must
reckon with it as a great and
deathless masterpiece.

RECENT RECORDINGS
PETER lLYICH TcHAIKOVSKY. Symphony No. 4J in F MinorJ Op. 36. The
NBC Symphony Orchestra under
L~opold Stokowski.-An exciting
reading of an exciting work. The
tone of the orchestra is glowingly
beautiful. Victor Album 880. $5.73.
HowARD HANSON. The Lament for
BeowulfJ for chorus and orchestra.
The Eastman Rochester Symphony Orchestra and the Eastman
School Choir under the composer.
-I believe that this fine work is
a far more significant contribution to the cause of American music than Dr. Hanson's symphonies.
The composition has power, vigor, and a wealth of originality.
The performance is stirring. Victor Album 889. $3.68.
GJOACCHINO RossiNI. The Barber of
Seville in the form of a Victor
Recordrama with Hilde Reggiani,
soprano, as Rosina; Lucille Browning, contralto, as Bertha; Bruno
Landi, tenor, as Count Almaviva;
Carloz Ramirez, baritone, as Fi-

garo; John Gurney, basso, as Don
Basilio; Lorenzo Alvary, basso, as
Dr. Bartolo; Wilfred Engelman,
baritone, as Fiorello and an officer; and members of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra under Giuseppe Bamboschek. -A spirited
presentation of important parts
of one of the most delightful of all
Italian operas. The recording is
superb in every detail. Victor Album 898. $9.19.
jAROMIR WEINBERGER. "Polka and
Fugue," from Schwanda. Transscribed for two pianos by the composer. Vitya Vronsky and Victor
Babin, duo-pianists.-This widely
known and deftly constructed composition abounds in rollicking
fun. The playing is of a high order. Victor disc 11-8189. $1.05.
CHARLES GouNOD. Waltzes from
Faust. The Boston "Pops" Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler.-An incisive and tonally beautiful performance. Victor disc 10-1009. Seventy-nine cents.
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A Sumptuous Feast
LOVER OF LIFE: A Novel of the
Life of Rubens. By Zsolt de Harsanyi. Translated from the Hungarian by Paul Tabor in collaboration with Willa and Edwin Muir.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.
1942. 678 pages. $3.00.

s a rule, it is hazardous to use
the adjective "great" when
A
speaking of novels, poems, music,
paintings, statues, and other works
of art produced by our contemporaries. Human beings are all too
often inclined to let the enthusiasm
of the moment get the better of dispassionate judgment. They do not,
and cannot, always base their verdicts on exhaustive analyses. Sometimes they c,:ondemn offhand on
grounds that are vitiated through
and through by their own particular
predilections; sometimes they laud
to the skies for the selfsame reason.
Absolute objectivity is an unknown
quantity in this distressingly imperfect world.
Nevertheless, there are times when
long and painstaking study, disci-
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plined severely by icecold calculation, drives a reviewer to the convictiQn that he cannot do complete
critical justice to a recently produced work of art unless he makes
use of the adjective "great." Naturally, no one hesitates in this day and
age to refer to Pieter Paul Rubens
(1577-1640), the renowned Flemish
painter, as one of the greatest of the
great; but he who undertakes to
pronounce judgment on a newly
\VTitten novel dealing with the life
of the industrious and fabulous! y
gifted master has neither a verdict
of the centuries nor universal agreement to guide him into channels
that are entirely free from treacherous undercurrents. He must strive
to examine the book with a level
eye; he dare not permit his own admiration of the legacy and the influence of Rubens to predispose him
to a favorable pronouncement.
There are those who will declare
with what they themselves regard as
crushing finality that absolute historical accuracy is, and must be, the
touchstone to determine the worth
of Zsolt de Harsanyi's Lover of Life.
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They forget, however, that, by common consent, men and women who
write historical novels have the right
-call it a rigidly circumscribed right
if you will-to indulge in a latitude
of invention and interpretation
which historians in the strict sense
of the term dare not employ. This
does not mean that the able author
of Lover of Life~ for example, could
afford to play fast and loose with
well-known facts; but it does mean
that he, as the writer of a book
which does not pretend to be entirely nonfictional in character,
should not be censured for giving
free rein now and then to the creative powers of his imagination.
Now that this axiomatic t~th has
been emphasized, it is necessary to
point out that historians, no less
than critics, are one and all in the
clutches of imperfection. They themselves have not reached complete
and final agreement as to everything pertaining to the life of the
famous scholar, painter, diplomat,
and money-maker whose name was
Rubens. Would it, then, be either
wise or fair to hold de Harsanyi to
strict accountability for statements
and interpretations of his which may
not jibe in every particular with
statements and interpretations of
historians?
Let us now devote just a moment
to the declaration of another vitally
important fact: the prominent role
which historical novels of genuine
worth play in cultivating and enl;;trging for innumerable individuals
a substantial appreciation of history
and the arts. Unfortunately, the
writings of many historians never
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achieve this end. Why? Because
much historiography does not, and
-because it is all too often hopelessly clubfooted-cannot, reach directly
and effectively into the minds and
the likings of the rank and file. Ou
the other hand, it often happell(
that works of the quality of Love\
of Life induce knowledge-hungry
persons to dig and delve industriously in the books of the historians. In
doing so these readers realize that a
knock-kneed style does not necessarily indicate a lack of erudition; but,
at the same time, they wish out of
the abundance of their hearts that
all historiographers could write as
trenchantly and as beautifully as the
able Hungarian who gave to the
world that truly great novel called
Lover of Life.
ES,

Lover of Life is a great work

Y of art. If, by any chance, previous
paragraphs in this stammering review have given you the impression
that it bristles with idle cobwebspinning and with inaccuracies,
please disabuse your mind at once
of such a thought. De Harsanyi's
book breathes the spirit of painstaking research from beginning to
end. Here we read what one artist
has to say about another artist. The
style is brisk, clear, and beautiful.
There are no unnecessary words.
The book is long, not because the
author is inclined toward verbosity
or likes to wander on roundabout
paths, but because he deals with the
career of a man whose life was
crammed full of manysided activities, a man who was
a nobleman, a knight of England, a
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member of the State Council of his native land, a courtier, a world-famous
painter.
It would be wrong to conclude
from the title of the book that the
author is addicted to what is sometimes called Zolaism or that Rubens
himself lived a gluttonous life. De
Harsanyi has the punctiliously devoted son of the Roman Catholic
Church declare:
I may say that I know few more tem perate men than myself. I eat little and
seldom taste spirits. I love life, for life
is good, but I love prudently. Painting
is different. On canvas I never feel sated.
I think that' where I get my real fill of
life.

Many famous personages move
through the pages of Lover of Life.
You will meet powerful rulers, soldiers, and diplomats. In addition,
you will read much about Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Titian, Raphael, Veronese, El Greco, Andrea
del Sarto, Fra Angelico, Correggio,
Velasquez, Van Dyck, Jan Breughel,
Rembrandt, and other world-renowned masters of the brush. Those
who are interested in the fine arts
will deprive themselves of a sumptuous feast if they neglect to give
cardul attention to Lover of Life.

Legal History
VOLTAIRE AND BECCARIA AS
REFORMERS OF CRIMINAL
LAW. By Marcello T. Maestro.
Columbia University Press, New
York. 1942. $2.00.

1764 a young Italian (he was but
twenty-six) set down what he believed were the cardinal principles
which men should follow in their ef-
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forts to solve that age-old problem of
crime. In his T ·reatise on Crimes and
Punishments Cesare Beccaria attacked
in no uncertain terms the two principal features of the criminal law of
his time: confusion and cruelty. But,
what is more important, he expressed
for the first time in a systematic and
concise form principles which had
theretofore been sporadically stated
by other scholars during the preceding two centuries.
Previous to the publication of this
work, Voltaire had been, indirectly,
preparing the ground for the ultimate
acceptance of Beccaria's principles by
his vigorous and untiring e.ffo~t~ to
root out superstition and rehg10~s
fanaticism. Whatever improvement m
criminal law he did sponsor at that
time was on that basis alone. But
when Voltaire became familiar with
the principles of Beccaria's treatis~,
he accepted most of them enthusiastically since they, too, were based
on the assumption that reason and
humanity alone could solve the ills
of the world. Voltaire then saw that
the defects in the law were not due
solely to superstition and fanaticism,
but to many other factors. Thereafter he devoted a goodly part of his
remaining years to the improvement
of criminal law: by publicizing the
faults in a large number of famous
trials, by enlisting aid for the victims
and their kin, by constantly writing
letters to persons in authority, and
by publishing a number of essays.
Thus Beccaria and Voltaire each
contributed to the reform movement,
the former by clearly enunciating the
principles according to which changes
should be made, the latter by means
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of cutting satire and humorous anecdotes. Eventually they created a demand for a change by the masses
themselves. These, in substance, are
the conclusions arrived at by the
author of the little volume herein
reviewed.
HE book, written as a doctoral dis-

T sertation at Columbia University,

indicates that a vast amount of source
material was studied. In its pages
there is a constant parade of characters, many of whom are known as
leaders of thought in fields other than
criminal law. It deals, for example,
with Hugo Grotius (recently discussed in THE CRESSET), Edward
Coke (the great English jurist), and
the philosophers Pufendorf and Bayle
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There are discussions of Montesquieu, Frederick II, and Rousseau
(the proponent of the "social contract" theory), of the eighteenth century. The author quotes their views
on the chief defects of the then
existing system of criminal law, such
as torture, lack of jury trial, uncertainty of the law, etc. Since most of
the quotations are not translated, a
good French dictionary is recommended to accompany the reading of
the volume. Because of the plan, a
considerable amount of repetition is
involved; and it does not permit the
discussion, in a systematic order, of
more than a few of the underlying
theories. Is the theory of punishment,
for example, one of vengeance, reform, security, deterrence, or expiation? And, since these aims are not
mutually exclusive, which ones should
predominate?

like that.

---o

Francois Soubirous was more emphatic and more direct in his rebuke.

To the Christian reader a few portions of this volume may seem offensive. The author apparently treats
belief in the infallibility of the Bible
and belief in the supernatural as
similar and as together impeding social progress (p. 20) ; he thinks that
Grotius was influenced too much by
Moses and the kings and judges of
the Old Testament (p. 16). However,
toward the end of the book he explains very clearly that the reformers
had to combat the misinterpretation
of Scripture by the leaders of the
Church; and, although he does not
say what church he means, the inference is obvious, since he constantly
reminds the reader of the savagery of
the Inquisition.
Several matters are not discussed
by the author, probably because they
are outside the scope of his topic. He
does not mention that many of the
principles of Beccaria (who is considered as a member of the Classical
School) have been discarded today.
For example: the prevailing concept
of punishment is to make it fit the
criminal rather than the crime. Beccaria, it should be noted, conceived
of establishing a moral science, in
which justice was considered as synonymous with certainty and uniformity in the law. Today we ,are more
prone to take into account the individual nature and circumstances.
Our concepts of social problems constantly change. We are now, for example, debating the merits of indeterminate and suspended sentences,
pardons and paroles, capital punishment, pleas of insanity, etc. Any effort at a sound solution must take into consideration the contributions of
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onment. The maid of Lourdes was
examined and cross-examined. She
remained firm and unafraid; she neither detracted from nor added to her
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the great minds of the past. This little volume may well serve as an introduction to that great storehouse of
~--~
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creased. From the very beginning he
had opposed the Nazi creed of hate
and intolerance. Forced to flee from
....
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original story. From all parts of the
world the sick, the lame, the halt,
and the blind came to Lourdes to
seek health and healing at the mysterious spring. Finally the Church
completed its investigation. Bernadette's name was cleared, and she
was permitted to enter the Convent
of Saint Gildarde as a novice. She
took the name Marie Bernarde and
remained in the convent until her
death in 1879. She reaped no material benefits from the fame which
came to the grotto of Our Lady of
Lourdes. The Church did not permit her to visit her home or to refer
to her part in the miracle of Massabiele. But on December 8, 1933, in
a solemn ceremony held at Saint
Peter's in Rome, the name of Sister
Marie Bernarde was enrolled in the
calendar of the Roman saints.

Phobia
THE MAKING OF TOMORROW.
By Raoul de Roussy de Sales. Reyna! & Hitchcock, New York. 1942.
340 pages. $3.00.

C\ OME day this war will end-with

0 America and its allies, we are
confident, as victors. What steps can
then be taken to ensure, as far as is
humanly possible, a better and a safer world for the future? That is a
question worthy of the best thought
that anyone can bring to bear. Not
that it is to be expected that someone will shortly offer an all-embracing
formula which will immediately meet
with universal acceptance. But proposals and counterproposals and discussions of factors involved will tend
to clarify the issues and will probably

help gradually to crystallize sentiment.
The author of this volume-the
Book-of-the-Month Club selection for
May-writes of the postwar tomorrow; but he does not pretend to have
ready a blueprint of what it will, or
should be, like. Rather, he guides
himself by the words of Lincoln,
which he chooses as his motto, "If
we could first know where we are
and whither we are tending, we
could better judge what to do and
how to do it." He accordingly undertakes to discuss certain factors in the
present world situation which must,
he believes, be understood and be
taken into account in any intelligent
appraisal of the future.
Three forces seem to him to be
the fundamental elements of these
modern times, "acting on all nations
and all individuals, whether they be
Americans or Germans, French or
Japanese": nationalism, collectivism,
and pacifism. These forces are discussed at length.
Nationalism, the most powerful of
the three, has been enormously
strengthened everywhere in the last
decades. Though the concepts under! ying the nationalism of various peoples differ greatly from one another,
the fact that national self-sufficiency
and selfishness are inculcated in all
cases makes nationalism a disruptive
force which must be dealt with if the
future is to hold promise of better
things.
With the term "collectivism" de
Sales designates
the tendency to integrate the individual
into the complex organization of our
modern industrial society in such a
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manner as to obtain more efficiency from
and-if possible-more security for that
individual.

All the outstanding political systems of our time tend toward this
aim in one way or another, and the
differences in their approach to a
solution of the problems involved set
them in opposition to one another.
The most vital question in this regard, de Sales believes, is whether a
collectivist society can be established
without destroying the essential principles on which democracy rests.
As for pacifism, there is "a universal and deeply rooted opposition
to war." This attitude helped Hitler
in his plans, but, whatever the outcome of this war, there is little
chance that the universal and profound opposition to war will be eradicated.
The discussions on these "three
fundamental factors of these modern
times" carry de Sales through considerably more than half of his book.
So far he presents nothing particularly new, but what he says he says
judiciously, and the matters of which
he speaks bear repetition. He then
proceeds to a chapter on the American point of view, another on Germany, and closes with "America and
the World." In this latter part of the
book are to be found some decided
novelties.
American democracy is said to rest
on such "truths" as the following in
the minds of Americans. First, "the
fundamental promise [premise?] of
democracy is that man is naturally
good." Furthermore, "Americans believe that the people, as a concept,
can be identified with divine inspi-
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ration." Again, "according to the
current American viewpoint, any material improvement entails automatically a spiritual one and vice versa."
There is no need of using up words
on a refutation of such absurdities
in this exposition of how a Frenchman sees America.
There follows a chapter showing
how a Frenchman regards the Germans. De Sales does not approve of
the fact that Roosevelt and Churchill
Like to spread the notion that the rea]
reason this world of ours is threatened
with destruction is because some eighty
million innocent Germans have fallen
prey to a bunch of unscrupulous gangsters.

(Even Stalin spoke similarly in his
May Day address.) No, de Sales sees
things differently. In his eyes the
German people, in their whole history since the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest (A. D. 9), have been aiming at the overthrow of Western
civilization. One of their efforts was
led by Luther, whose "rebellion
against Rome was also a rebellion
against the Renaissance and therefore against the classical heritage of
the West."
HE

Germans "have

been

by-

T passed, so to speak, by the main
currents of civilization of the last five
or six hundred years." "It is a fundamental dogma of Germanism that
civilization is a form of decadence,
a perversion." For centuries Germans
have been taught "that the great
mission of the Teutonic people is to
overthrow the Western World, to rid
themselves of its moral discipline, of
its rationalism, and of its concept
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that there is a law above men." Even
"the whole trend of 'German . . . .
scientific thinking of the last one
hundred and fifty years or so seems
to have been toward establishing impassable barriers between things essentially German and things not
German"-and so on and on, until
one almost expects to hear that the
Germans plan to establish cannibalism and to grace their festivals with
piping platters of "long pig."
Yet, oddly enough, in the chapter
preceding this bizarre one in which
de Sales discovers a century-old yen
of the Germans to overthrow civilization in favor of barbarism, he
\\-Tites:
Imperial Germany [in 1914], though
rapacious enough, was not pursuing a
world revolution. If it had won the
World War, the chances are that the
vanquished democratic countries could
have retained their ways of life and
their institutions (page 204) .
This makes it appear that either de
Sales or Kaiser Bill slipped up somewhere.
De Sales concludes that
the purpose of this war cannot be anything else but to make democracy work,
for the simple reason that in the word
democracy is contained the best of two
thousand years of human effort toward
a better world.
Well and go~d. But America's cause
in this war has no need of being
bolstered with raving and rant, nor
will it be served by them. Likewise,
postwar reconstruction will not be
benefited by an injection of Gallic
Germanophobia. The choice of this
volume as a Book-of-the-Month offering appears to us as being far from
a happy one.

More Than a Textbook
WRITERS OF THE WESTERN
WORLD. Edited by Addison Hibbard. Houghton Miffiin Company,
Chicago, 1942. xxii and 1,261 pages
plus 32 pages of half-tone illustrations. $4.75.
in a great while the interested reader will find a so-called
textbook which surpasses its category
because of its universal appeal. Such
a good book is this anthology, devised by the Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts who is also Professor of
English at Northwestern University.
Writers of the Western World offers choice writings of more than
eighty authors, a low number when
compared with the usual 150 writers
represented in other such worldliterature anthologies. The first twothirds of these authors are given an
average of seventeen pages; the last
one-third has an average of twelve
pages. This advantage of adequate
representation of the literary work of
all persons included is definite assurance against the fragmentary offer·
ings in so many omnibus volumes,
agaiust which sketchiness we teachers
of literature have justly rebelled.
Unusual is the plan of classification. The editor has a more fundamental pattern than either of . the
two usual, general systems of organization, namely by chronology and by
types of literature; for here the respective artistic tempers form the basic divisions throughout. In support of
this plan is the fact that, regardless
of time or language, writers have actually thought about the world in one
of three general ways and have writ-
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ten in one of the three general styles
appropriate to that attitude, i.e., the
Classical, the Romantic, and the
Realistic. Under the second division
this book separates the Romantics
Proper from the Symbolists, and under the third heading it subdivides
the Realists Proper, the Naturalists,
the Impressionists, and the Expressionists. Essentially, says Dean
Hibbard, the Classical spirit is characterized by restraint, decorum, intelligence; the Romantic is largely
made up of exuberance, enthusiasm,
emotion; and the Realistic is distinguished by facts, science, objective
reporting of life. Of course the literature herein reprinted is intended
to illustrate these elements, from the
Bible and Homer all the way down
to Thomas Wolfe and T. S. Eliot.
As the Preface says,
Fortunately literature itself is more important than any categories for it which
we may devise. But since these tempers
or moods are common to individuals as
well as to groups, are present in the dis·
position of readers as well as of writers,
the arrangement suggested has the ad·
vantage of being natural to all of us.
And again,
Such an organization as this helps, too,
to explain contemporary literature
which often reflects a confused blending of two or more of these moods. It
is easier to understand Joyce if we know
the temper of the symbolist and the expressionist than it is to explain Ulysses
by reference to the nineteenth century
or to the history of the novel as a literary type. It is my hope that the
arrangement of this book will . throw
light down the whole long road to literary modernism.
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I second the opinion of the General Editor of the Houghton Miffiin
literature series, Robert Morss Lovett, Professor Emeritus of English
at the University of Chicago, who
states:
I believe that Dr. Hibbard's book will
command attention by the novelty of its
approach, and win approval by the
catholicity of its selections. It has been
his object to include nothing that is not
especially important, indeed necessary,
to a well-read student, and to give a
fresh and stimulating outlook upon this
study of masterpieces by relating tpem
to the deeper forces of humanity as revealed in history and artistic forms.
other words, Writers of the
Western World merits praise as
both an anthology of cultural literature and as an integrated, concise
presentation of the major elements in
literary criticism. Attractive pictures
(with further art references) accentuate the various moods as revealed
in painting, sculpture, and architecture. Specific references to good phonograph recordings assist the reader
to find auditory as well as visual
illustrations of these trends. Mention
of specific translators and translations of foreign writings is a boon
to scholar and dilettante alike. Bibliographies lead to more detailed
study.
Two negative CritiCisms must be
made in the interest of clarity. First,
the title promises more than it gives,
because no South American, Mexican, or Canadian author is included.
Are not the authors in these countries, inferior though their national
literature be, writers of the western
world? Secondly, until one becomes
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accustomed to it, the system of skipping an entire page in order to permit commentary on the respective
four sets of pictures is puzzling, particularly when not only a split sentence but actually a split word
("neo-classicists") is thus left dangling over an entire page.
All in all, the major literary heritage of our western world is here
represented, together with some stimulating literary criticism, in a classification design that is refreshingly
different. In too many anthologies
submerged and intangible, the essentially unified inter-relationship of all
the arts is clarified. Finally, Dean
Hibbard has admitted more than the
conventional number of contemporary authors in the conviction that
while our culture originates largely
in the past, the intelligent reader
employs that heritage in living in
the present.
HERBERT H. UMBACH.

Call to Arms
WOMEN FOR DEFENSE. By Margaret Culkin Banning. Duell, Sloan
& Pearce, New York. 1942. 243
pages. $2.50.
HE

women of the United States

T have been a target of much ad-

verse criticism. They have been
called soft, spoiled, restless, dissatisfied, and selfish. Perhaps they have
accepted the democratic way of life
too casually, perhaps they have not
always been worthy of its blessings
and its benefits. But now that their
right to this way of life has been
challenged, now that ruthless aggressors would destroy the work of their

forbears, the women of the United
States are on the alert, determined
to p10ve to the world that the daughters, the granddaughters, and the
great-granddaughters of the pioneer
women who helped build a great
democracy stand ready and willing
to fight for the preservation of a
priceless heritage.
There are 37,000,000 adult women in the United States. Of this
number 13,000,000 are regular wage
earners. Many are already employed
in war industries; and soon their
ranks must be, and will be, greatly
augmented. Total war demands the
production of everything, from food
to ammunition, on an unparalleled
scale. For this reason,
in this Second World War women will
be used physically as never before, for
production of war material, for substitute labor in factories and on farms as
manpower is drained by the armed
forces, and for guard and emergency
duty of all kinds in threatened areas,
and for management of evacuations, if
it comes to that. They will be tired and
grimy before we are through with what
we anticipate. They will be hurt. They
often will be in danger.
The second new arm of warfare in
which women are inextricably involved
is morale. Civilian morale and the morale of armies in the field have always
been vital to victory. By indifference,
by unsuitable desires, by complaint,
even by the lack of realization that
every mood and habit is important,
women can sabotage civilian morale
and have a serious effect on the morale
of the armed forces.

Every woman should read Women
for Defense. In addition to her writing, Margaret Culkin Banning ha
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taken an active part in public life.
Her observations and recommendations in the present crisis are based
on a thorough knowledge of the
work done by women volunteers during World War I and on a sensitive
understanding of the important
changes which have come about in
the political, economic, and educational status of American women in
the past twenty-five years. In a foreword to her book Mrs. Banning says:
This book is an attempt to tell American women not only what they must do
at the moment, but how it relates to
what has been done in the past, to their
own histo.ry as the freest women on
earth, to their own future, which is in
jeopardy. It tells what is being done in
other countries at war by the women
of those nations. Most of all its hope is
to put into words the nobility of the
purposes which women will support
during the war and during the subsequent peace.

Sad Book
THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS.
By Elliot Paul. Random House,
New York. 1942. 421 pages. $2.75.
I Saw Paris transT heportsLasttheTime
reader to the Rue de
la Huchette, where, in the course of
years, he makes many friends and a
few enemies. He lives peaceably and
pleasantly with the inhabitants ot
the little street and shares their joys
.md sorrows, their problems, their
hopes, and their despair. By the time
he closes the book, however, everything has changed. Sara, the tender
Jewess, is gone; her husband, brutish
and loving, who, to his everlasting
credit, stood by his wife in spite of
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Nazi persecution, is gone too. Milka,
the Russian, is dead of dysentery;
and Hyacinthe, at nineteen a famous
movie actress, is dead by suicide.
The boys who grew up before the
reader's eyes are prisoners of war,
and the handsomest of all has no
face anymore. The Navet (Turnip),
a petty government official, and Panache, the detestable floor walker,
are still swaggering through the Rue
de la Huchette; for they and their
kind sold out-not merely to save
their own skins, but also to enjoy
the spectacle of seeing their neighbors skinned. Yet the reader feels
that, sorrowful and gloomy as France
is today, the spirit of tolerance and
kindliness common to most of those
living in the Rue cannot be completely stifled and that surely one
day the good-hearted souls will find
peace again.
Mr. Paul lived in the Rue de la
Huchette, a short back street in the
very heart of Paris, for eighteen
years. He found in this street representatives of most walks of life, the
aristocrat and the prostitute, the
scholar and the ignoramus, the
drudge and the loafer. He learned to
know his neighbors intimately, and
he presents them to the reader with
great skill and tenderness.
Looking at this group of people as
a cross-section of Paris and of France,
the reader watches helplessly the
development of the inertia which
made it impossible for Frenchmen
to defend successfully the honor of
La Belle France against perfidious
Frenchmen and despised Germans.
All save the hated few in the Rue de
La Huchette saw the return of Laval
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to power with dread and resentment;
and yet, so engrossed were they in
their own little troubles and grievances, that all protestations stopped
at ill-humored grumblings.
The book teems with life, and so,
naturally enough, it is occasionally
quite bawdy. Although Mr. Paul
sometimes elaborates upon the seamy
side of life with too much gusto, the
adult reader finally carries away with
him only the impression of the au·
thor's great and inclusive love for
France, for liberty, and for his fellowmen.
The Last Time I Saw Paris is the
gayest and saddest, the wittiest and
bitterest book to appear about France
this season. It is a book to weep and
chuckle over-a book that will make
one homesick for Paris even if one
bas never been east of Sheboygan.
PATIERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH.

Conflict to Come
RUSSIA AND JAPAN. By Maurice
Hindus. Doubleday, Doran and
Company. New York. 1942. 25::1:
pages. $2.00.
OZENS of 1-told-you-so military
experts have popped out of
the closet in recent months waving
the banners of Russian invincibility
ever higher with the streng,t hening
of Russian, British, and American
ties. Maurice Hindus is plainly not
one of these. On the record long ago
with a prediction that Germany and
Russia must fight, Hindus was acclaimed as something of an authority
on the Soviets after the events of last
June. His last book, Hitler Cannot
Conquer Russia, predicted contrary
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to nearly everyone else that Hitler
would not steam-roller his way to
the Urals, and indeed Hitler did
not. Thus it becomes clear that this
is no lowercase Cassandra talking,
this is a man who knows Russia,
knows it because he was born tq.ere
and has revisited it many times since.
What does he say this time? Simply this, that Russia and Japan will
eventually be formally at war. As
evidence for his supposition he cites
between 2,400 and 3,000 Russo-Japanese border clashes in recent times,
some of them battles of major significance. As further reasons he
points to the Japanese coveting of
Russian controlled fisheries, the Jap
lust for conquest, and the fact that
Japan must strike soon while Russia
is busy in the East if Japan is to
fight its war the least extravagantly
from a military standpoint. He sets
up an analogy with the German situation and says that "just as Germany could never hope to realize her
far-flung world aims without conquering Russia" so Japan "can have
no hope of achieving her world aims
or even her ambitions in Russia
without pushing Russia out of her
way with all the violence that she
can muster." The German-Russian
non-aggression pact, Hindus argues,
was the same sort of an expedient
measure as is the neutrality pact
which Matsuoka negotiated with
Moscow in April, 1941.
The title is a bit misleading, as
the bulk of the book deals with the
reasons why the U. S. S. R. was able
to withstand the onslaught of Hitler's legions. The Russo-Japanese
conflict and its inevitability comes
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later and with the exception of a
few paragraphs in the introduction
occupies the last portion of the volume. He explains Russia's ability to
check the German advance in terms
of pure Communism for the most
part. The Hindus thesis is that the
Soviet way of life has strengthened
the people ideologically, internally
from an organizational standpoint,
and mechanically through the Soviet
devotion to the machine. "Russian
nationalism of today is rooted in the
concept and the practice of Soviet
or collectivized control of the means
of production and distribution," runs
the Hindus reasoning, and on the
surface it is a practically fool-proof
one since he has the plain fact of the
marvelous resistance to the German
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advance as a broad retort to any
argument. Weighted though his
thoughts may be with emotion,
newspaper stories every day bear
them out.
Here is the heart of the book:
I firmly believe that even a combination of the Japanese and the German
armies cannot vanquish the Russian
people. Space alone, always one of Russia's staunchest allies, will prevent that.
Foreign armies may wrest enormous territories from Russia, kill millions of
soldiers and civilians, lay waste many
Russian lands. Japan may drive Soviet
armies to Lake Baikal or even west of
this focal dividing line in Siberia. Germany may oust the Soviets from European Russia. This is the very worst
that can happen ... but the fighting
will not stop.

Give Me No Martial Music
Give me no martial music to remind me
The world is wild in wartime hate and greed;
Give me no far-flung jazz and swing to wind me
To greater turbulence where follies breed;
Give me the quiet tones of summer singing
In lush green grasses on a sun-warmed lea
And let me hear the bird-song ever bringing
Courage and cheer from many a weathered sea;
Or let me hear the music of old masters,
The zestful joy in favored melody,
That stirs the heart to brave the worst disasters
And lifts the soul to truer harmony;
Give me a song of God's transcendent love
The peace of understanding from above.

1OAN GEISEL GARDNER
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
course of internment, an abstract
sort of Lucifer, the incredible bureaucratic treatment he suffered at
the hands of French authorities.
What made his experience all the
more unfathomable was that the acts
of the French captors were never
malicious or punitive-"never did I
experience or witness anything that
could be described as cruelty or even
as mistreatment. There was never a
case of beating, of punching, of verbal abuse. The Devil in France was
a friendly, polite Devil. The devilishness in his character showed itself in
his genteel indifference to the sufferings of others, in his je-m' en-foutisme, in his inefficiency, his bureaucratic sloth."
Thus we are reassured that Feuchtwanger is no political scholar obsessed with causes and effects, with
military dogma and the other playthings of the academician. He is an
intensely observing novelist and one
with a rare insight into individual
character. He has succeeded in writing what he set out to write: a subjective account of his experiences
with no pretense of detachment. But

THE DEVIL IN FRANCE
By Lion Feuchtwanger. The Viking Press, New York. 1941. 265
pages. $2.75.
million Frenchmen may not
wrong, although we suspect
that whatever truth there lay in that
dizzy platitude went out with the
France that expired in the railroad
car of Compiegne. Right or wrong,
there have since been expounded
something like fifty million reasons
for the fall of France. Comes now
Lion Feuchtwanger, he who has been
called "one of the most accomplished
living novelists" and does indeed
have a widespread Continental, if
not American, following, with an absorbing account of his summer of
1940 spent in French concentration
camps.
Neither concerned with machinations of the Nazis in France nor
with a general breakdown of morale
and a victory-apathy, as his title
might seem to intimate, Feuchtwanger's narrative is a much more personal thing. His "devil" is something
that gradually took shape in the
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when he has set down the last paragraph, he has written a volume which,
if it does not immediately help to
clarify what happened in France in
that period, certainly portrays forces
which were complementary to the
fall.

YOUNG AMES
By Walter D. Edmonds. Little,
Brown and Co., Boston. 1942. 350
pages. $2.50.
N

Young Ames Mr. Edmonds tells

favorite American folk tale
Iof the
the country boy who makes good

in the big city, and he tells it well.
Johnny Ames arrives in New York
City from upstate, penniless, of
course, but with an abundance of
energy, intelligence, bravado, and a
certain amount of unscrupulousness,
which assures his future success. On
his first day in the big city Johnny
gets a job as errand boy for the
house of Chevalier, Deming, and
Post. The book traces his slow but
steady rise from this humble position to a partnership in the firm. In
the course of this rise young Ames
does all the things that the hero in
any success story does: he starts by
saving money for the firm and ends
by saving the firm; he marries the
boss's niece, chats with the president of the United States, bests his
rivals, and saves a maiden in distress.
Young Ames is a comfortable book
to read because the reader knows
from the start that all will end well
for its hero and that no problem
will confound him for long. The
reader can, therefore, disregard the
plot and sit back to enjoy the at-

mosphere of Little Old New York
at a time when wandering pigs
caused traffic problems and the Bowery was a place to run through in
fear of your life. Mr. Edmonds gives
intimate glimpses into one of the
big New York commercial houses,
when a tip on the market stayed hot
for weeks, and the chief concern of
a broker was to beat the mail from
New York to New Orleans by messenger. The book teems with the
life of New York 100 years ago, and
there are descriptions of Bowery
brawls, election riots, and fire-fighting that are lusty, rollicking, and
full of historical sidelights.
Mr. Edmonds is a master at presenting an America not too long
past, and he makes this America as
alive and thrilling in Young Ames as
he did in Drums Along the Mohawk
and Rome Haul. Young Ames is a
good, clean book. It is not profound,
but it is pleasant to read.
PATTERSON McLEAN FRIEDRICH.

THIRTEEN NEW
RADIO PLAYS
By Arch Oboler. Random House,
New York. 1942. 239 pages. $2.00.
presentation of plays through
the medium of the radio requires
T
a technique different in many respects
HE

from the method which is most effective for performance on the stage.
Arch Oboler's fascinating and wellwritten dramatic sketches are valuable
for those who want to become acquainted with what has been accomplished in this important field. Careful directions are given regarding
sound effects, music, and other ele-
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ments that are necessary for the successful enactment of the plays. In the
foreword to the collection Robert J.
Landry, radio critic and radio editor
of Variety, says:
As with most radio dramas, the plays
in this volume are written to be heard
rather than read, and the reader must
always be aware of this. Yet they deserve
the permanence afforded by book pu blication, since they formulate new technics and mark an advance in the development of radio play-writing.
Mr. Oboler himself contributes valuable notes on acting and production.
In addition, there is a glossary of
commonly used radio terms.

DINA CASHMAN
By Kathleen Norris. Doubleday,
Doran & Co., New York. 1942. 305
pages. $2.50.

charm and sure poise: a rare H.ower
blooming in a sordid and unwholesome setting.
When the story opens, Dina is in
serious trouble. She has been betrayed and deserted by a wealthy
young ne'er-do-well. Poor Dina? Not
at all. 'Vith the amazing facility
which characterizes Mrs. Norris' heroines Dina triumphantly and speedily surmounts all obstacles. She acquires wealth and social position for
herself; she provides a comfortable
home and financial security for her
family. Ah yes, there is more; for
true love comes to her at last. Wonderful world! Superman, look to your
laurels!

MADAM CHAIRMAN,
MEMBERS AND GUESTS
By Helen Hayes Peffer. The Macmillan Company, New York. 1942.
121 pages. $1.75.

Cashmans are a sorry lot-unwashed, ill-clad, undernourished,
T
and apathetic. Their home in Rail- M
HE

way Flats is a cheaply built, dilapidated shanty, worn and weatherbeaten without, dark and dirty
within. John Cashman, his wife
Ethel, and their children are neither
unhappy nor discontented. Once,
long ago, they had been "well off";
and some day, somewhere, and somehow they would be "well off" again.
Meanwhile they are satisfied to eke
out a hand-to-mouth existence on
nineteen-year-old Dina Cashman's
wages, augmented by Pop's small and
uncertain earnings. Dina is a typical
Kathleen Norris character creation.
She is radiantly beautiful, astonishingly wise, and endowed with great

adam Chairman, Members and
Guests is a distinct disappointment. It is neither amusing nor informative. Mrs. Peffer goes into such
great detail about some of the less
important duties of a club president
in an effort to be funny that she
passes by some wonderful opportunities to poke sly fun at the average
member of a women's organization.
What information she does give is
al! old stuff anyhow. Mrs. Peffer has
the strange idea that in order to be
very amusing all she has to do is to
put every third phrase into capital
letters. The spriteliest things in the
whole book are Helen Hokinson's
superb illustrations of the well-fed,
American club-woman in action.
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AMERICA IN WORLD
AFFAIRS
By Allan Nevins. Oxford University Press, New York, 1942. 138
pages. $1.00.
HIS

rather closely printed vol-

ume was originally prepared for
T
British readers as one of a series of
small books on "The World Today"
issued by the Oxford University
Press. Because of America's growing
importance in international affairs
and a widespread need among
American citizens for a clearer un·
derstanding of our country's international policies, the author brought
the materials of the volume up to
date and re-issued it in the present
form for American readers. The volume reviews in a brief but very
dear, sympathetic, and intelligent
way our government's international
policies throughout the history of
our nation. The American citizen
who has supposed that our statesmen
have been but so many babes lost
in the woods in their diplomatic relationships with the statesmen of
other nations, or the citizen who
believes that our Department of
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State has handled international affairs in a slipshod way without the
conscious guidance of clear and welldefined policies will discover from
the reading of this book how uninformed or misinformed he has been.
It is good to discover from the
reading of this volume that our nation has consistently championed the
spirit of freedom and democracy in
all of its international activities; that
it has been uncommonly free from
greedy selfishness and a desire for
territorial aggrandizement; and that
at least five or six of our Secretaries
of State, including the present incumbent, Cordell Hull, rank with
the ablest of statesmen produced by
any country during the period of
our national history. The reader who
is confused by the rapid changes in
America's public opinion on international affairs and by the controversies which have raged between the
isolationists and internationalists in
our national councils will be greatly
enlightened by the reading of this
book. We are happy to recommend
it as a very helpful volume for
thoughtful readers who have an interest in international problems.

-------------

-
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Verse
HOURGLASS
I find myself at sea,
a vast and boundless sea,
bottomless,
immense,
a vast and boundless sea,
the sea of Time.

Above me,
above my reach,
beyond the greatest extension
of either my hand
or my will
or my wish,
an angel holds aloft an hourglass,
my hourglass.

An hourglass,
its upper cont nts hidden from view,
open below,
having no bottom to stop it from dropping,
just dropping its irretrievable grains
into the boundless sea,
into the bottomless sea,
into the sea of Time.
Each tick of the clock,
a grain!
Each tick of the clock,
the fall of a grain
on the bottomless seal

Each breath,
a grain!
Each sigh,
a grain!
Each word,
a grain!
Each thought,
a grain!

I know the portion of sand is allotted,
limited,
numbered by the Giver of all.
I know the grains are falling,
falling .. .
falling .. .
and yet I fail to hear them drop ....
JAROSLAV VAJDA

I
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WAR MOTHER
. . . . She stood alone,
Against the background of the blood-drenched world.
She seemed so small and helpless and afraid.
The news was dreadful. On the small, white sheet
Within her hand was written that her motherhood
Had found an end (in glory to be sure)
On some far battle-front across the world.
The silence was so very deep-long, quiet
Memories began to light her lovely eyes
.... This was the boy who sang those holy songs
Of Christmastide, and made the tears to start
With his bright look of hope when Easter turned
The dead world into life. This was the boy
Who came and told her his first love, with whom
She lived again the days of youth and joy.
This was the boy who came so swiftly into manliness
And strength and was a soldier over night.
Remembered were the days, when in a No Man's Land
Of that first war, she battled for the lives of men
All torn and hurt and bleeding to their deathBefore her eyes time rolled away and there she saw
Her own son in the battle's blood and filth
And she recalled a sound she had not heard
These many years and all her heartbreak came to life
In these deep words - words born of pain too deep for words;
"The wounded whimper like a whispering field You hear the rich young grain, which is their life
Rub itself out in wounds and pain beyond the soul
Of man to understand -'Tis then God hears
And reaches down and takes His harvest home.
That is the way he went- the certainty of that shall keep
My heart in peace and hope until we meet
Beyond the steel and treachery and hate and pain
Where all is God and love and angels' songs."
(This woman married a soldier in France while she was a nurse in the last
war. Her husband was killed before her son was born, and now the son has
been killed in Bataan.J
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CLOSING A GATE AT THE CHAPEL
You closed the lovely gateway of the years
-The gateway at whose width, my soul had been
Standing on tiptoe for a glance within
Of all the wonder and the joy beyond the tears.
And now it's closed. Be gentle with the heart
That stands before these gates of memory.
Be kind, with hands of love and tenderness,
And close the gateway softly as when lips have been apart.
And shall I stand before these portals all unmoved,
Or shall I kneel and kiss the hallowed ground
All wet with te'!rs of angels over sins of men?
No, I think it would better be, my best beloved,
To take a place with all the men of stone
Who in their time have pushed away with God-strong hands
The black despair of unbelief and hopelessness
And in the hour of death found that the Cross alone
Had been a heavenly beacon in the night
Toward which the prophets strained their eyes,
For which the kings and princes yearned,
But which was kept for me and my last sight.
Oh, Lord of endless pity and of timeless birth,
Who hast been mine in all my sin and pain,
Whose love has bought me with the Cross's blood,
Make me what I should be, to prove my worth!
I cannot stand by what my strength can give.
I shall be weak and helpless in the hour of pain
Unless the power that broke hatred down
Can help me stand and give me will to live.
It may be midnight for a dying world,
It may be grimness, fear and shrieking death,
It may be birth-pangs of a grand new earth;
But here 'tis love with glorious flags unfurled.
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QUESTION
If sins were visible, what color would they be?
They might be black, black as the hem of Satan's robe ....
Black as the night into which they hurl man's soul,
Snatching his light away ....
Black as the darkness of an evil thought or dream.But no, not black, for black is a fearful thing, and man loves sin ....
Not black....
If sins were visible, what color would they be?
Perhaps, then, red, a shining red, catching the eye of man,
Drawing him, snatching him closer like the light the moth ....
A sticky red, the red of blood and gore, of strife and battle, murder
and death ....
A flaming red, the red of fire, the red spat out by crackling tongues of
Hell.But no, not red, for 'twas by red He saved us, the
Red of His Life's Blood.
Not red ....
If sins were visible, what color would they be?
Mine would be white, washed white by the beads of sweat that dripped
to the earth as He knelt in anguish in the Garden ....
White from the mantle of the righteousness of Jesus ....
Whiter than the whitest petal of the whitest lily....
Pure white, with not a speck of guilt upon my soul.
If sins were visible, what color would they be?
Not Black... .
Not Red ... .
Whiter
PAUL

G.

BRETSCHER

I
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MAGAZINES
Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list
of important articles in leading magazines which
will be of interest to our readers

The Atlantic Monthly

while it is day. Recommended
reading in these days of addled
headlines.

THE CRISIS IS HERE
By William Henry Chamberlain

RUSSIA'S on. AND
HITLER'S NEED
By Frederick Phillip Hellin

One of the ablest and most
trustworthy of all foreign correspondents sounds an alarm which
should put fear and trembling in
the heart of every American. Mr.
Chamberlain believes that the
war will be won or lost within the
·next six months. He cites an impressive collection of figures to
show how the Axis powers have
gained by thievery. He believes
that if Hitler gets into the oil
fields of the Caucasus, all will be
over for Stalin. He also believes
that it is entirely possible for Hitler's military despotism to take a
wift and terrible fall once America gets into action on the continent. On the whole, the article
is striking in its expression of
the urgency needed in doing up
the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo combine

After the First World War it is
said that Lord Curzon made the
remark, "The Allies floated to
victory on a wave of oil." For ten
years Mr. Hellin was connected
with the German oil industry.
Mr. Hellin has also served as an
adviser for various European oil
companies. He has travelled
through the oil fields of the Balkans, the Near East, and Central
Europe. Mr. Hellin should know
Hitler's problem. Hitler controls
approximately ten to twelve million tons of oil per year. For
domestic uses Hitler-dominated
Europe still needs about eight
million tons of oil. This leaves
some two to four million tons
64
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available for the war. Germany
has succeded in producing about
four million tons annually of synthetic oil. Despite seemingly large
quantities of oil, Mr. Bellin is
quite successful in proving that
Hitler needs even more oil. The
Nazis must gain control of the
Caucasian oil field or Iraq and
Iran. Many economists and statisticians have been proved wrong
or mistaken. The economics and
the figures used in the article
seem to be sound. At least we
hope so.

The Nation
THE POPE'S NEUTRALITY
By G. A. Borgese

The author, professor of Italian
literature at the University of
Chicago, analyzes Pope Pius XII's
recent counsel to the warring nations for a negotiated peace. He
points out that the ideal of Western civilization since 1914 has
been to make the world safe for
democracy and to have the Four
Freedoms granted to everyone
everywhere. The Pope's position,
stated in his May 13 broadcast, is
that of absolute impartiality toward all belligerents. Accordingly, those who hoped the Pope
would cast his lot with liberal
democracy have forgotten Metternich' s word that he could imagine
everything except a liberal pope.
They have forgotten the Syllabus
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of Pius IX, which condemns religious freedom and anathematizes
whosoever holds that the Roman
pontiff "could and ought to reconcile himself with progress, liberalism, and modern civilization."
The Roman bishop refuses to
take sides either with the democracies or with Naziism and fascism, stating that it would be inopportune to make specific peace
proposals since "in the present
state of affairs the formulation of
specific proposals of a just and
equitable peace would not have
any well-founded probability of
success." The prestige of the
Curia, opines the author, would
suffer from the lack of success. He
adds:
Is it impious or disrespectful to
wonder whether a preoccupation of
this kind is too. worldly? There are
risks that must be run if opportunity is not to become a synonym for
opportunism.

Will the democrats in the Roman
Catholic Church be satisfied with
this attitude? The author concludes:
Progressive or democratic Catholics
in Germany, or for that matter in
any other part of the world where
they need not fear tyrant or police,
have not yet risen to the restoration
of that medieval freedom which
allowed the medieval layman or
churchman to criticize and openly
oppose the policy of the official
church ..... The time may not be
far off when the democrats within
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the church will make their voice unmistakably clear.

Harper's
THE CASE OF THE
TEN NAZI SPIES
By Edward C. Aswell

The author of this article is
one of the book editors of Harper and Brothers. As a member
of the jury in the United States
court of the Southern District of
New York, where the first spy trial
during this war was held, Mr. Aswell had exceptional opportunity to become acquainted with
interesting details and sidelights
of the activities of this group of
spies. It is thrilling reading, not
merely because of the revelations
which it makes regarding the
work and methods of spies, but
rather because it also demonstrates the vigilance and efficiency
of our F.B.I.

JEWS, ANTI-SEMITES,
AND TYRANTS
By Stanley High

It is the thesis of this discussion of what is unfortunately still
a vital problem that the reasons

usually given for anti-Semitism
are not adequate nor basic. In the
words of the author, "Anti-Semitism is a recurring form of reaction against the struggle of Western man for religious, political,
and economic emancipationthat is why Jewish persecutions
have always been the handmaidens of tyranny." Mr. High makes
a forceful argument for this thesis. But he also contributes much
toward removing the prejudices
which are usually current when
anti-Semitism is discussed.
RUSSIAN OVERTURE, 1910
By Albert Spalding

This is the last in a series of
four autobiographical articles
which the eminent American violinist has contributed to Harper's. They are excellently written. Moreover, they bring the
story of an unusually rich life
with interesting contacts with
great musicians and other prominent people in many parts of the
world. It is good to know that
this material will reappear in the
autobiography of Albert Spalding
which Henry Holt & Company
will soon publish.

I

Motion Picture
THE

CRESSET

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces.

"And there's no escapin' the
war." Not in feature films, shorts,
newsreels, comedies. The silver
screen can be, and should be, an
effective medium for the dissemination of information pertaining
to the nation's defense program
and a valuable aid in the building of public morale. Months ago
tentative steps were taken to utilize the vast resources of the motion picture industry in the production of a series of carefully
planned and intelligently executed morale films. Apparently
this plan has not yet progressed
beyond the tentative stage, although the wisdom of such a step
should be obvious to everyone.
Until we have concerted and coordinated effort, we are sure to
have a curious mixture of good,
bad, and indifferent war films.
For the comfort of those who
have loved ones in active service
with our armed forces pictures
which are released during the
months and years ahead should

not portray too realistically the
horrors of warfare; for the sake
of the future of the world justice,
tolerance, and good will should
be emphasized rather than hatred
and a lust for vengeance.
Within a few hours after Japan's treacherous attack on Hawaii and the Philippines, "Remember Pearl Harbor" became
the battlecry of a nation which,
while it yet wept for the heroic
dead, dedicated its limitless resources and its imposing might,
not to vengeance and retribution,
but to a nobler and greater purpose: the cause of democracy.
Too often and too easily a popular slogan is abused and cheapened by misuse: it becomes a cover-all and a catch-all for selfish
and unimportant undertakings.
For this reason I went almost reluctantly to see the Republic release, Remember Pearl Harbor
(directed by Joseph Santley).
Written and produced since the
outbreak of war, played by a cast
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recruited from the ranks of comparatively obscure actors and actresses, the picture has many evidences of haste and makeshift.
On the whole, however, Remember Pearl Harbor is dignified and
free from exaggeration; and the
characters are, in the main, true
to life. The climax of the picture
is a thrilling re-enactment of the
courageous act of Colin Kelly,
who, on December 12, 1941, with
inspired heroism, deliberately
crashed his plane into the blazing guns of a Japanese battleship. In the film, however, the
hero dives his bomber into a
Nipponese transport.

The Invaders (Columbia, directed by Michael Powell) is
thrilling and engrossing entertainment. It is also frank and deliberate propaganda. Clearly and
honestly it presents the conflict
between the ideology of the Her·
1envolk~ which would rule with
a mailed fist, and the aspirations
and the ideals of those who believe in freedom and equality.
The Invaders, a British film,
makes a moving and eloquent
plea for the unhappy peoples
who are held in cruel subjection
by ruthless dictator governments.
A fine cast responds with sympathetic understanding to Mr. Powell's skilful and sensitive direction. The acting of Leslie Howard, Laurence Olivier, and Ray-

mond Massey is excellent. Anton
'\1\ialbrook and Eric Portman are
superb in the roles, respectively,
of the head of the Hutterite sect
and the leader of the Nazi invasion party.
From beginning to end Saboteur (Universal, directed by Alfred Hichcock) is packed with
painful and unrelieved suspense.
The plot is deftly and cunningly woven; the characterizations
are warmly and skilfully imbued
with life and color. The long
cross-country flight of the young
aircraft mechanic, who is wrongfully accused of murder and sabotage, moves swiftly and dramatically to a breath-taking climax.
This is melodrama, to be sure;
but it is something more. Here
we have a warning which each
and every one of us should heed.
Sabotage and the evils that follow
in its wake are neither vague nor
far removed from us. Saboteurs
and fifth columnists do not wear
identification tags. They might
conceivably be your neighbors or
mine. Robert Cummings, Priscilla Lane, Otto Kruger, and Norroan Lloyd portray the principal
roles in this timely picture.
Written, produced, and directed by Leslie Howard, Mister V
(released through United Artists) is good theatre but only
mildly effective propaganda. Mr.
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Howard, in the title role, turns surefire comedy routines; it has
in a polished performance. He is , for its background the United
a.bly assisted by a good cast; but States Navy. So far, so good. Unat no time does the spectator lose fortunately, the dialogue is desight of the fact that what he is cidedly offensive, and once again
witnessing is, after all, only a we are asked to believe that sailors shed their morals along with
play.
their civilian clothes. Cold comThe eyes of the world have fort, this, for those who see their
been focused on the Burma Road. sons and their husbands go down
For long months this strategic to the sea in ships.
highway has been under ceaseless
and savage attack. Again and
To the Shores of Tripoli (20th
again the tireless Chinese re- Century-Fox, directed by Bruce
pulsed the forces of Nippon. A Humberstone) is dedicated to
short time ago the tragic drama the United States Marines who
played itself out, and-only tem- defended our far-away Pacific
porarily, we hope-China lost its outposts during the first black
valuable transportation lifeline. days of the war. Filmed in techCompared with the factual story nicolor at the Marine Corps Base
of the defense of the Burma Road at San Diego, the picture presents
M...G-M's A Yank on the Burma a stirring and colorful tribute to
Road seems pale and insignifi- the heroes of Guam and Wake
cant.
Island. The story is the old one

johnny Eager (M-G-M, directed by Mervyn Le Roy) is a brutal and suggestive melodrama.
Why do we still have gangster
pictures? Can anyone justify Hollywood's deplorable practice of
investing lawlessness, license, and
depravity with cheap glamor and
so-called romance?
The Fleet's In (Paramount, directed by Victor Schertzinger) presents a formidable array of topnotch entertainers. It is gay and
engagingly tuneful; it abounds in

of the pretty girl, the tough top
sergeant, and the fresh young
rookie.

Song of the Islands (20th Century-Fox, directed by Walter
Lang) is only mildly amusing.
Not even technicolor can redeem
this picture from mediocrity.
Swaying palm trees and rustling
grasses are genuinely and enduringly beautiful; but the sight of
swaying bodies-brown or white
-clad in rustling grass skirts soon
becomes decidedly boresome.
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Mothers and fathers, aunts and
uncles, should be warned not to
take little Johnny or Susie to see
Alexander Korda's screen version
of Rudyard Kipling's famous
jungle Book. Directed by Zoltan
Korda and released through United Artists, the picture lacks the
delicate charm and the subtle
whimsy of the Kipling stories. In
many sequences the animal world
is depicted with such cold and
snarling violence that sensitive
children are sure to be painfully
shocked and badly frightened.
This lavishly produced film not
only fails as suitable entertainment for the little ones; the inclusion of a ridiculous plot makes
it thin fare for adult audiences.

Two years ago Shirley Temple,
a seasoned actress at the age of
eleven, retired from the screen.
Now &he is back. To stay? Time
will tell. But unless her producers provide her with more suitable vehicles than her current
picture, Kathleen (M- G- M),
young Miss Temple will never
have an opportunity to make full
use of a decidedly substantial
talent.

Appointment for Love (Universal, directed by W m. A. Seiter) is not only dull but in poor
taste. What a pity to waste Margaret Sullavan's exceptional ability in this cheap and tawdry domestic farce!
__, .... ,
...., ....

________ ........ _.... __________________

.. _______

__________ _
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to the

evaluating timely happenings in
their true perspective.
May I always have the privilege
of reading, and may you have the
help of God in holding to your excellent editorial policies. To have a
magazine like yours in a time like
this is providential.

EDITOR

PVT. PAuL SoEST.
Ft. Lawton, Wash.

LETTERS

Religion and the Schools
Letter from a Hospital

Sir:

Sir:

In the June CRESSET, which arrived the other day, I was very happy to read the letter concerning
"Prayer at High School" in the department of "Letters to the Editor."
It thrilled me. This sentence was,
among others, highly significant:
"Christian influence in public schools
can bring about definitely beneficial
results." Very true I
We speak about shocking conditions in the public schools. We say
the remedy is religion (the right
kind, of course). People will not always come to us. Sometimes we have
to go to them. What an opportunity
to speak to a group with a 100 per
cent attendance!
"The Word of God is not bound."
What a power and influence it can
exert also among those children who
receive very little or no religious instruction!
I shall continue to enjoy the CREsSET and to continue my subscription to the same.
EDWIN A. Rl!:INKE.
Alexander, Ark.

On March 11 I achieved
My masterpiece of rhyme,
For on that morn to me were born
Two daughters at a time!
So for a while if I don't send
A poem or a line,
I'm busy with wee Katherine
And little Caroline.
With Ann and Ellen, six and three,
And now two daughters more,
I really will be busy with
My little children four.
DORIS

R.

KRUDOP .

Fort Wayne, Indiana

Thank You
Sir:
It is a privilege to be able to subscribe to a magazine such as yours.
The articles are well written and
also sharply edited. I have read no
other magazine with quite the same
interest that I have while reading
yours. You seem to have a knack of
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pages of poetry deserve attention this month. We are
happy to present some clean,
honest verse which is also timely
and moving. Curious thing about
it is that all the poets are young.
Apparently the art of poetry never
dies in the human heart and
mind no matter
how far its voice
is lost in the
world's noise and
confusion.

0

tinue to collect such items. We
have found them of immediate
and practical interest.

UR

' "'
Our major ar.,.......,

~

Our guest reviewers this month
are M. J. Jox, Instructor in Law
at Valparaiso
University (Voltaire and Beccaria As Reformers
of Criminal Law),
Herbert H. Umbach, Assistant
Professor of English at Valparaiso
University (Writers of the WesteTn World )J and
Patterson McLean Friedrich
PROBLEMS
(The Last Time
CONTRIBUTORS
I Saw Paris).

The
Editor's
Lamp

ticle this month
is also concerned
with the art of
poetry. Henry
Rische considers
the place of paFINAL
triotism, devotion, and sacrifice
in the poetry of
war. He is pastor
of the Lutheran
Church in Dunsmuir, California.

NOTES

~

Something new in our Notes
and Comments section is our
column on "Notes by the Way
on Books." If these occasional
summaries of recent publications
meet with the approval of our
readers our associates will con-
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We are again
happy to report
that the subscription list of THE
CRESSET is growing steadily. The
credit for this happy state of affairs goes, we believe, to our subscribers, who advertise the journal
by word of mouth, and to the
active, intelligent promotional
work of our editorial assistant, the
Rev. T. Coates, and our business
manager, Mr. Leo Buehring.

I

from a

Metropolitan
News Room
My work as religion editor of a metropolitan newspaper requires a great deal of time for reading the
nation's church publications. Until a few years ago it
was mostly a sad sort of job. It has been getting less
sad.
How it was ever possible for editors and writers to
be so dull was what puzzled me. Long, droning articles
like Victorian sermonizing that began with alpha,
aimed at omega, but often became lost in pi!
About five years ago, all this began to change. The
new era in church journalism was announced by the
appearance of THE CRESSET. It was the torch lighting
the way to the new day. THE CRESSET does not flaunt
its religious character. Rather, it shows how fascinating Christian culture really is.
I do not read THE CRESSET as a duty imposed by my
job. I read it because l like it.
\Vhen the first issue came to my desk I showed
it to a publisher. He said the literary pace set by THE
CRESSET was too speedy. It could not be maintained!
He was wrong.
JOHN EVANS, D.D.
Religion Editor
Chicago Tribune

